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DALLAS,  Texas––More than 115,000 giant flightless

birds––ratites––roam North American pastures,  including 80,000
ostrichs, 35,000 emus, and the occasional rhea.  Ratite numbers
have doubled since last year and quadrupled since 1991.  At the
present rate of breeding,  stoked by speculation,  the ratite popula-
tion could double again this year,  and perhaps next year,  too.
But many of those "pastures" are little more than back yards.
There is as yet no significant market for ratites other than specula-
tion in breeding stock.  When no one else wants to cash in insur-
ance policies,  mortgage property,  and drain life savings to buy
ratites at spectacularly inflated prices,  the pyramid of breeders,
dealers,  franchisers,  and  support service vendors will col-
lapse––maybe not this year,  but almost certainly soon.

Then,  the biggest speculators hope,  the fall of the back-
yard Ostrich-man Empire will create another turkey:  an alterna-
tive poultry product,  cheap enough to compete in the meat mar-
ket,  where dead ostrich presently runs from $6 to $13 a pound.
Wholesale ratite slaughter would undercut the current prices not
only of ratite meat but also of feathers,  hides,  and emu oil,  an
extract used in some cosmetics.  (The typical emu yields five (continued on page 6)

quarts.)  The bigtime speculators claim lower prices will spur con-
sumer demand.  But again,  low prices could just kill the ostriches
and emus who have been laying the golden eggs in the hottest ani-
mal-based get-rich-quick frenzy since chinchillas a generation ago. 

Ostrich ranching is touted as a revolution in the livestock
business,  and the salvation of struggling family farms:  one ostrich
will produce as much meat as 20 chickens.  Likewise,  30 years

––Photo by Robert Harrison.
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NEW ORLEANS,  Louisiana– –
Legislation In Support of Animals recently
gave the New Iberia City and Parish Council
until January 1 to make a firm commitment
to reforming their pound––or else.

"We have reached the limit of our
patience,"  said mild-mannered LISA
founder and executive director Jeff Dorson,
sounding a lot more like Clint Eastwood than
he looks.

The ultimatim brought a three-part
expose of pound conditions in the local
newspaper.  On December 10,  New Iberia
reached an amicable agreement with LISA to
better separate animals in the pound,  house
fewer per cage,  provide fiberglas resting
boards,  clean the cages more often,  hire an
answering service to handle off-hours emer-

gency calls,  and promote adoptions through
the New Iberia Humane Society.

The last time a municipal govern-
ment pushed LISA to the limit of its
patience,  the Vermilion Parish Police Jury
came out of a three-year legal scrap with a
criminal conviction for cruelty and neglect.
Probing allegations by a private rescue group
called Vermilion Animal Aid,  LISA found
in May 1991 that the Vermilion Parish
Rabies Control Board,  appointed by the
Police Jury,  was using unfiltered,  uncooled
diesel fumes to kill animals;  had spent only
$191 the previous year for animal food,
leaving impounded animals to starve;  had an
adoption rate of zero;  and was crowding as
many as 40 to 50 animals at a time into its

THE GOOD,  THE BAD,
AND THE UGLY MEET LISA

Alaska and the Yukon
The silence of the wolves

eled off or declined since the major highway
serving the area was opened to winter travel
for the first time in 1988.  Native hunters are
allowed to kill caribou independent of quotas
and reporting requirements.

Both wolf massacres are underway
in virtual silence from the animal protection
community,  which raised such a hue and cry
a year ago that the Alaskan government
retreated from wolf-killing until press and
public virtually forgot the issue.  More than
two months after convicted poacher Daniel
Grangaard led the Alaskan wolf death squad
into the bush,  only three national groups
have been visibly active in opposition.
Friends of Animals is still funding close sur-
veillance of killing by world-renowned wolf
expert Gordon Haber,  publicizing his obser-
vations with almost daily media advisories.
In Defense of Animals chipped in to send a
representative to view the wolf autopsies,
after FoA president Priscilla Feral flew to
Alaska in person to secure public access to
the carcasses under freedom of information
statutes.  And the Humane Society of the
U.S. quietly ratified the tourism boycott of
Alaska that FoA had reimposed last summer,
when the Alaska Board of Game reneged on
a public statement that no wolves would be
killed in 1993.  

FAIRBANKS,  Alaska,  and WHITEHORSE,  the Yukon––At least 63 of the
wolves the world sought to save in Alaskan wildlife management unit 20-A,  south of
Fairbanks,  have been killed by airborne state trappers––and that may be almost all the
wolves who lived there,  a fraction of the number state officials claim have ravaged moose
and caribou to the extent that sport hunting in the area has been suspended since 1991.  

A comparable massacre has resumed in the Yukon Territory,  Canada,  where
officials last winter killed only 61 of a quota of 150 wolves in the beginning of a five-year
push to cut the estimated wolf population of the Kluane-Aishihik region near the Kluane
National Park and World Heritage Site by 85%.  As in Alaska,  the Yukon killing is pur-
portedly part of a “caribou enhancement” program,  and also as in Alaska,  independent
experts believe the official quota is several times higher than the actual wolf population of
the sector.  The Kluane-Aishihik caribou herd has crashed and other Yukon herds have lev-

(continued on page 14)(continued on page 12)

No,  these are not the jackasses responsible for ANIMAL PEOPLE.   They're weathering the
winter at Wild Burro Rescue.   The sanctuary hopes to take in up to 100 more next spring,  who

would otherwise be shot by the Bureau of Land Management.   For info,  write  to Wild Burro
Rescue at 665 Burnt Ridge Road,  Onalaska,  WA  98570.   (Photo by  Diana Chontos.)
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Editorials

One cannot make peace by waging war––a truth that should seem self-evident.
The cause of animal protection is essentially the cause of peace,  extended to all sentient
beings:  of preventing suffering through preventing violence.  As conscientious and consid-
erate people,  we should all understand by now that one cannot prevent suffering by causing
suffering,  nor can one prevent violence by causing violence.  That much should be obvious
to anyone who has ever either held or beheld a cruelly wounded and frightened victim of
anyone’s violence,  animal or human.  Pain and fear know no bounds of age,  sex,  species,
or ideology.

It is thus with particular disgust that we report in this issue how the nightriding
cowards of the Animal Liberation Front mindlessly planted nine small firebombs in four
Chicago department stores,  to protest the sale of fur garments.  The ALF communique
about the deed,   distributed by People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals,  argued that the
firebombs were only intended to set off sprinkler systems,  to damage merchandise.  But
sprinkler systems don’t always work as intended.  Even small fires can become deadly in
seconds if they happen to ignite––for instance––an aerosol container,  a bottle of cleaning
fluid,  or a piece of PVC pipe.  Knowingly or not,  the ALF  courted mass murder.  No one
detests the cruelty of the fur trade more than the Editor of ANIMAL PEOPLE,  who has
personally dismantled countless traplines,  seen and handled the victims of traps,  and seen,
too,  the abuse of animals inherent in fur farming.  But just as two wrongs don’t make a
right,  so nothing done to animals to make fur coats could be undone or prevented by killing
people whose only involvement in the matter might have been taking the wrong escalator at
the wrong time.

As appalling as the recourse to violence itself is the arrogance of the ALF attempt
to terrorize stores into discontinuing items that should be discontinued not because someone
is afraid to buy or sell them,  but rather because most people make the moral choice to not
buy or sell them.  People who have choice taken away from them do not have to think about
what they do;  do not have to choose to be better,  kinder,  wiser,  gentler people;   do not
grow,  and so remain as susceptible to thoughtless participation in violence as ever.

For more than a decade now,  most of the animal protection community has pri-
vately regarded the ALF with exasperated embarrassment,  while a more militant minority
has extolled the ALF as heroes and heroines and tried to mirror ALF deeds with fiery
rhetoric.  Some of the major organizations have tried to politely distance themselves from
animal rights because of the association of militant rhetoric and ALF deeds with the term
“animal rights,”  which deserves better service.  No one,  though,  has stepped forward to
bluntly point out that the ALF and imitators are practically singlehandedly responsible for
rationalizing the organized backlash against the animal rights movement;  are the major rea-
son why animal protection representatives still have virtually no place on institutional ani-
mal care and use committees,  where a voice raised at the right time can often save hundreds
of animals from suffering;  and have managed to equate the term “animal rights activist”
with “terrorist” in the minds of many people in law enforcement and media,  even those oth-
erwise sympathetic to the cause of animals.  The fact is,  the ALF hasn’t done either animals
or animal protection any good since it disgressed long ago from the undercover information-

Reclaim the cause from the terrorists 
offend us,   until we can change it by peaceful means.  We accept that no principle is more
important than the principle that we will not revert to might-makes-right and the mayhem
that goes with it wherever and whenever factionalists decide that winning a point now mat-
ters more than building upon a secure foundation of mutal trust.

We need only look to Northern Ireland or the former Yugoslavia or any of a hun-
dred other societies wracked by bloodbath and retaliation to see what happens when one
condones violent tactics.  Violence begets violence.  Deed brings retribution.  People and
animals suffer,  and the more violence there is,  the more readily the various factions ratio-
nalize even more violence,  so that within a short time violence on behalf of lofty ideology
becomes violence as means of bare survival.  It is to be sure a considerable distance from
one or several idiots placing firebombs in department stores to fullscale civil war;  but if we
accept violence on behalf of our cause,  why shouldn’t proponents of a thousand other caus-
es accept violence on behalf of theirs?

That’s the real issue.  If we’re genuinely against suffering,  we’re against vio-
lence––and against the ALF,  who belong in the same jail cell as animal torturers,  because
regardless of their rhetorical excuses,  they’re really all about the same thing:  short-term
self-gratification,  without regard to consequence. 

Culture is no excuse for cruelty
It is with further disgust that we note the opobrium cast upon Afro-American nov-

elist Alice Walker,  a distinguished defender of animals,  abused women,  and children,  for
attacking ritual female genital mutilation in her new books Possessing The Secret of Joy and
Warrior Marks.  From 85 to 114 million women alive today,  mostly black African
Muslims,  have suffered the excision of all or part of their clitoris and labia minor in a rite
performed by elder women,  without anesthetic or antiseptics,  when girls of their culture
reach adolescence.  Millions more suffer this procedure each year.  Many die of resultant
infection.  The purpose of the abuse is to make young women marriageable in a genuinely
patriarchal society by insuring virginity at marriage and chastity thereafter through making
sexual intercourse painful or uninteresting.  

Noting that the resultant bleeding during intercourse is a major factor in the hetero-
sexual spread of AIDS,  now devastating much of sub-Saharan Africa and spreading north,
12 African nations  have fought female genital mutilation through public education since
1984.  The Inter-African Committee on Traditional Practices Affecting the Health of
Women and Children points out at the grassroots in 24 nations that ritual female genital
mutilation is not demanded by either the Koran or the teachings of any other major religion.
But the mutilation goes on.  Representatives of the Inter-African Committee have even
joined apologists for what can only be described as the systematic torture of women and
children in attacking Walker and her one prominent ally,  New York Times columnist A.M.
Rosenthal,  for meddling in the affairs of a culture to which they don't belong.

As Rosenthal wrote on December 24,  "Any attention to female genital mutilation
arouses angry arguments that it is a deeply imbedded ritual that must be left to local people
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gathering that characterized early actions,  taking up ever-escalating vandalism instead,  as
if merely gathering publicity were the organization’s sole objective,  never mind for what.

When the ALF plants firebombs,  it flaunts disrespect of everything the rest of us
in animal protection stand for.  It not only directly harms the cause it purports to aid;  it
escalates the societal cycle of violence.  And arresting the cycle of violence is far more
important than the accomplishment of any single tactical objective,  whether stopping the
sale of fur or the practice of vivisection or any other particular abuse.  We enjoy the oppor-
tunity to arrest violence toward animals––and children,  women,  gays,  poor people,  and
racial and ethnic minorities––because we live in a society which through the effort of gener-
ations of our forebears has,  however tenuously,  replaced the old notion of “might makes
right” with the concepts of debate,  democratic process,  and respect for divergent points of
view.  Part of our social contract as civilized people is that we agree to trust in the ability of
our ideas to persuade,  and to tolerate the prevailing consensus,   however much it may

No tears for this croc––well,  cayman
The call came late November 16.  Westchester Wildlife Sanctuary rehabilitator

Barry Rothfuss needed help in placing a five-foot-long,  cross-tempered female cayman,  a
close relative of a crocodile,  who’d spent her whole life in a pet store aquarium.  He’d taken
her in to keep the proprietor from shooting her,  as she’d grown too dangerous to handle.  

“I can keep her maybe 24 hours,”  Rothfuss explained,  his six-month-old daughter
in his lap and the cayman nearby,  her mouth held shut with duct tape.  “I’m not set up to
keep a high-risk animal,  or any animal who needs a heated environment,  and I don’t know
anything about caymans,  but I thought I could at least give her one more chance.”

Two years ago Rothfuss spent a month dodging the law with a few dozen orphaned
raccoons he had immunized against rabies.  The New York wildlife department had ordered
rehabilitators to euthanize all raccoons in their possession,  ostensibly to slow the spread of
rabies.  Rothfuss hid out until he could get the message across that his raccoons were no
threat––and wound up appointed to the state advisory commission on rabies. 

The cayman couldn't have had a more committed champion.  We put Rothfuss in
touch with several reptile fanciers and other wildlife rehabilitators who handle exotic
species,  and promised to call him back if we had more ideas.  But we had little hope.  Many
species now scarce in the wild are overabundant in captivity as result of speculative breed-
ing.  Naive people buy them for fancy prices,  then find they can’t give them away when
they grow too big to keep.  The cayman probably arrived at the pet store as a hatchling,  or
as an egg to be placed beneath a sun lamp.  Her story was that of the typical exotic:  poorly
housed,  never socialized with her kind,  probably not even properly fed.  Now she’d
become hazardous to keep,  much like the big cats,  bears,  primates,  snakes,  and other
creatures who too often share her fate.

A day later,  though,  we heard from Melanie Roberts of the Summerlee
Foundation,  who has a special interest in exotic overpopulation.  We mentioned Rothfuss
and the cayman.  Roberts recommended calling Lyn Cuny of Wildlife Rehabilitation Inc.,
on the outskirts of San Antonio.  We called Rothfuss,  he called Cuny,  and by the evening
of  November 18 the cayman was on her way to Texas.

This case ended happily,  sort of.  Rothfuss has a huge telephone bill;  Cuny has
years of care and feeding ahead of her.  And we all know of countless similar situations that
have had far less satisfactory outcomes.

We’ve probed many aspects of the exotic animal boom over the past 15 years,
from canned hunting to wild bird smuggling.  With Summerlee support,  we're now looking
into the myth that exotics are profitable.  No one,  not even the pet shop,  ever turned a profit
on the cayman.  And that’s how it usually is.

to handle,  or try to diminish,  without foreign interference.  The same keep off signs were
posted when the issue was slavery or segregation in America,  burning widows alive in
India,  binding the feet of Chinese women...The local sensitivity argument is a fraud."

The same arguments apply to culturally rooted animal abuse,  from bullfighting to
hunting and trapping.  Culture in this context is a primitive system of social organization
through imposed uniformity.  Putting the tribal structure first,  it is not to be confused with
the social contract,  which protects the well-being of all by respecting the rights of each indi-
vidual,  including the right to live free from oppression and suffering.  When culture con-
flicts with the humane treatment of people or animals,  it is culture that must yield.  And it is
our duty to say so,  even if the cost of introducing a just and humane social contract is the
destruction of a traditional culture.  This is not cultural chauvinism;  it is compassion and
common decency,  for which we have remade our own culture many times,  and continue to
remake it.  



I have hunted since child-
hood with a great number of men
and a few women,  none of whom
have been anything like you
described in your December editori-
al,  "When hunters come out of the
closet."  I challenge your assertion
that hunters have "penile obsession"
or "a higher rate of divorce."
"Sexually frustrated impotence"?
What exactly is that?  And
"repressed homosexuality"?
Perhaps some of my hunter friends
have been gay.  I don't know and it
certainly isn't pertinent.  "If and
when gay liberation occurs,  hunt-
ing will fade into oblivion"––this is
a stretch of imagination  beyond
any rational thinking and has no
basis at all.  

I am sorry if you were
accosted by brutes who were
hunters.  Behavior such as this is
inexcusable and reprehensible.  As
a hunter I distance myself com-
pletely from their ilk.

––E. Short,  DVM
Chicago,  Illinois

I find it extremely offen-
sive and insulting to be accused of
sexual deviance,  inadequacy,  and
mental bankruptcy just because I
hunt.  I don't drool,  scratch myself
in public,  shoot everything that
moves,  and have never threatened
to rape anyone or anything.  I do
profoundly resent being accused of
those things by association.  Most
hunters are responsible people who
are as offended by the behavior
depicted in your December editorial
and letters column as anyone with
an IQ above that of a guppy.  Every
group has its lunatic fringes.  I
refuse to apologize to anyone
because I hunt,  eat meat,  drink
milk,  wear leather,  and swat flies.

––Dave Hillier
Phoenix,  Arizona

Meanwhile,  Ohio game
wardens contacted 3,994  hunters
during the 1993 deer season,  of
whom 387 (10%) were arrested for
poaching,  trespassing,  and break -
ing other conservation and safety
laws.   Many more got a warning.
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FoA ad

Wills

Please do an arti-
cle on how to phrase a will
to ensure care of one's ani-
mals after one's death.

I have five cats
and a dog and do not
believe any of my sur-
vivors will have the capaci-
ty to care for them in the
manner they have been
accustomed to.  Can they
be turned over to a no-kill
animal shelter with a cer-
tain amount of money for
their care?  How does one
go about getting a lawyer
to take care of this?  Mine
has said it's too involved or
inconvenient.

––Mrs. F.C. Richards

Letters Earth Day is coming
Please remind your read-

ers that Earth Day,  celebrated in late
April,  is an excellent opportunity
for activists to get involved and edu-
cate the public.  Tabling at the event
itself is a wonderful way to educate
one's community.  Even better is to
get involved in the early planning to
insure that animals' interests are rep-
resented in the types of food sold
and the types of exhibit permitted.
In Contra Costa County,  California,
we have had vegetarian food for the
last two celebrations.  Our theme is
Food From Around the World,  and
we have featured African,
American,  Mexican,  Greek,  Thai,
and Cajun cooking.  Over 30,000
people attended each year,  and gave
the food rave reviews on survey
forms distributed by the organizers.
If anyone would like further details
on what we did,  please write to us.

––Tammy Wong
The Nature Connection

POB 5143
Walnut Creek,  California

94596

Pets in housing
I an writing you regarding

an article you published in
December 1992 about the landlord/
tenant registry operated by the
Whiskers Animal Benevolent
League in Albany,  New York.  As a
representative of Whiskers,  I would
like to contact or be contacted by
other people or organizations who
operate such registries or would like
to start one,  for the purpose of
exchanging model rental contracts,
information,  and/or ideas.

Whiskers often receives
requests for such information from
people who are moving out of the
Albany area.  Contacts from other
areas would be extremely valuable
to them,  as well as to animal wel-
fare groups,  which have to try to
find homes for animals left behind
by people who can't provide homes
where they are moving to.  

––Carol A. Hall
Whiskers

POB 11190
Albany,  New York

12211

Shelter work
Last night on my way

home from work,  an hour's ride on
public transportation,  I read your
November editorial about the terrible
emotional turmoil people who work
at animal shelters go through.
Though I was riding in public,  I
could not hold back my tears.  I per-
sonally could not work in an animal
shelter,  even as a volunteer.  The
last time I adopted two cats from the
SPCA,  I didn't look long (my late
husband too.)  We picked the two
cats fast,  and got out.  I wonder how
people can work day in and day out
in such a depressing atmosphere.  I
admire thosed people for what they
do,  but I will be honest and admit I
would be sick all the time.

––Marion Friedman
Philadelphia,  Pennsylvania

Hunters defend themselves



FoA ad

Ashland,  Massachusetts

Fire your lawyer
––he works for you,  not the
other way around,  and if
he isn't willing to look after
your interests,  there are
other lawyers who can.  Not
that it's necessarily easy to
provide for one's pets in a
will.  Attorney Roland
Eastwood,  president of the
Lee County Humane Soc-
iety in Fort Myers,
Florida,  predicts that pro -
viding quality lifetime care
for bereaved pets will soon
become a major growth
opportunity for humane
organizations who can find
a way to do it––and an
avenue to bequests.  The
number of reputable orga -
nizations providing this ser -
vice now is miniscule rela -
tive to the need.  We cov -
ered this and other topics
pertaining to wills intended
to benefit animals in two
recent installments of
Senior Animal People,  a
column we syndicate to
newspapers serving senior
citizens.  We'll send copies
to anyone upon request.
Please enclose SASE and a
dollar for photocopying.

A hug from BHG
Belated thanks

for the kind words about
Bunny Huggers Gazette in
your November letters col-
umn.  Such comments are
especially appreciated com-
ing from a publication I
consider an invaluable
source of information.

––J.D. Jackson,  editor
Bunny Huggers' Gazette

Temple,  Texas
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More Letters
NHES

I would like to relate the
experience I've had with Anna
Briggs and the National Humane
Education Society.  In trying to
establish a humane organization in a
rural midwest area where none
existed,  I contacted many groups
and individuals for advice.  Most of
the big guys,  i .e. PETA,  the
Humane Society of the U.S.,  Doris
Day Animal League,  and American
Humane Association,  wouldn't give
me much more than the time of day,
much less guidance.  Ms. Briggs
was one of the few people who sym-
pathized with this grassroots effort
and took the time to listen and offer
workable suggestions.  Her kindness
and encouragement were invaluable.

––Nadina Carter,  President
Friends of Companion Animals Inc.

Kearney,  Missouri

The issue involving NHES,
as we reported in July/August and
October,  is not Ms. Briggs' concern
for animals;  it is that the organiza -
tion,  which has virtually no pro -
gram activity unconnected with
direct mail fundraising other than
the care of about 750 animals,  rais -
es about $3,000 per animal per
year,  of which only about $450 (a
normal figure per animal) is actual -
ly spent on animal care.  At least
52% of total income is spent on
fundraising,  roughly twice the nor -
mal ratio for animal  protection
groups,  and as we detailed,  there
are obvious discrepancies in
accounting on the NHES tax  forms.

Pigeon shoot bill

I'm tired of reading your
editorial bias regarding the Fund for
Animals and PETA.  Your attitude
exhibits a lack of professionalism
and is consistent with the American
Medical Association plan of dividing
the animal rights movement.  I have
worked closely with the Fund and
PETA on campaigns in Michigan
and found them to be supportive,
motivated,  and very effective.  Let's
please work together to create a
more compassionate world and stop
the petty bickering.

––Michael Chiado
Plymouth,  Michigan

How about giving PETA
credit for some of the things they're
doing,  instead of downplaying
them?  They are getting things done
and deserve recognition.

––Chris Anderlik
Empire,  Michigan

At deadline,  New York
City (under fur trade pressure) was
reportedly about to bill PETA for
allegedly defacing almost every
street sign on 7th Avenue during Fur
Free Friday with campaign stickers
that purportedly removed the paint
and street name when peeled off.

Pound seizure

Resident goose hunting
I read your article on resident geese on page one of your

November issue with interest and am grateful for the amount of excellent
sleuthing you're done to come up with statistics regarding the numbers of
geese in existence and numbers to be killed.  In my attempts to do the
same,  I could find no one who knew anything conclusive.

I'm writing to fill in a few details.  In an enlightening book pub-
lished by the Department of the Interior titled Restoring America's Wildlife,
available free for the asking,  one discovers that resident Canada geese
were wiped out by hunters and believed extinct in the 1920s.  To shorten a
long story,  in the 1960s a biologist discovered a few breeding pairs of the
giant race,  which were then bred and distributed to states to build up popu-
lations now called "resident."

My guess is that  the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,  which has
jurisdiction over migratory animals,  has been a royal pain in the butt for
the states.  Conversely,  regulating the states' taking of "resident" Canada
geese is probably a similar pain for USFWS.  States would much rather set
their own seasons and bag limits.  If they can claim that residents are a sub-
species of the true migratories,  they may at some point get around the
Migratory Bird Treaty,  which gave the jurisdiction to the feds.  

By creating and/or attempting to define a resident goose popula-
tion,  states can make universal decisions about Canada geese.  They can
also use the exaggerated public antipathy toward the geese to gain support
for special hunts in the summer in areas where the geese seek refuge and
are presently unhuntable.

––Anne Muller
Coalition to Prevent the Destruction of  Canada Geese

Tomkins Cove,  New York

You are dedicated,  intelli-
gent,  and kind.  But I must let you
know the facts on why sending lost
pets from shelters to laboratories is
always wrong,  evil,  tragic,  and dis-
astrous.  It doesn't get rid of Class B
dealers!  In fact,  B-dealers are locat-
ed primarily in areas where pound
seizure exists.  Pound seizure is also
a magnet for organized crime.  And
pet theft increases wherever there is
pound seizure.  Plus it is hard to get
volunteers to go to shelters where
pound seizure exists.  And people
abandon animals to starvation rather
than turn them into a place which
sends pets to laboratories.  People
feel no confidence in those shelters
and give them no support.  It has
been proven that almost 100% of the
dogs and cats who are released to
laboratories from pounds experience
pain in the experiments.

––Flavia Sayner
Mesa,  Arizona

We have not advocated
pound seizure,  but in the course of
recent book reviews we did recently
describe the positions of three distin -
guished humanitarians who see the
possibility of replacing the Class B
dealer network with a highly regu -
lated form of pound seizure unlike
the form existing at present,  in
which humane societies would have
direct control over what sort of
experiments were performed.  For
details of their arguments, see
Animal Welfare and Human Values,
by Rod Preese and Lorna Chamber-
lain,  reviewed in November,  and In
The Name of Science,  by Barbara
Orlans,  reviewed in December.

Quit picking on PETA

Grupo Rima
I wish to call your atten-

tion to Grupo Rima,  the Chilean
organization that publishes P r o -
Animal,  one of the best magazines
in the Spanish language on animal
issues.  The Summerlee Found-
ation recently gave them $2,500.
Though a small sum even by
Chilean standards,  this money will
help Grupo Rima's citywide drive
to neuter the animals of Santiago.
With eight million people,
Santiago is home to innumerable
strays,  most of whom suffer a fate
as bad as you can imagine.
Animal control techniques are a
joke.  The Rima volunteers do
their rounds across all kinds of
neighborhoods,  saving animals,
vaccinating cats and dogs,  provid-
ing succor to draft animals,  and
offering shelter to abandoned ani-
mals of all kinds.  This is truly
hard work, believe me.  I accom-
panied them on two rounds,  and
can attest to the extravagant
amount of effort involved.

At the same time,  Grupo
Rima,  which only has five really
active volunteers,  engages all
kinds of people in education about
animal care,  moral issues,  the
need for neutering in both poor
and wealthy neighborhoods,  and
the larger questions of ecology.
Their address is Grupo Rima,
Casilla 52743,  Santiago,  Chile.

––Patrice Greanville
Westport,  Connecticut

EarthCare
We are a Hong Kong-

based Chinese organization,  pre-
What's going on at NEAVS?

Some readers of ANIMAL and professional in every aspect of



PEOPLE  may be interested to know
more about recent developments at
the New England Anti-Vivisection
Society.  While we have gone
through a transition,  and change is
seldom easy,  we believe our organi-
zation is emerging in a most positive
light.

In life,  change is mandato-
ry but growth is optional.  NEAVS
could have changed superficially
without any fundamental shift that
would contribute to the growth of our
organization.  However,  NEAVS is
rising to the challenge and becoming
ever more effective,  compelling,

our operations.  
If people wish to judge the

recent transition at NEAVS,  we
hope they will do so based on what
we accomplish as an organization,
now and in the future.  We thank all
who have contacted us to voice their
continued support and confidence in
our work.  We look forward to work-
ing together in the future with other
animal advocates and groups with
whom we share common goals.

––Jon Schottland
Executive Director

NEAVS
Boston,  Massachusetts

Pennsylvania HB 1415
has been voted out of committee and
is now SB 369 Ban Pigeon Shoot
Bill.  Also sitting in committee is
HB 1447 and its companion bill SB
583,  which would rebate pet owners
up to 50% of their neutering fees.
These bills have only until the end
of November to be passed into law.
There is much work to be done and
not much time to do it.  I am asking
Pennsylvanians to alert their legisla-
tors as to the importance of the pas-
sage of these bills.

––Kathleen Curran
Mobilization for Animals

Saegertown,  Pennsylvania  

Money
You help small contribu-

tors like me tremendously to see that
gifts go to animals,  instead of to
organizations with gifts of gab.
Until reading your paper,  I never
knew how.

––Barbara Fleming
Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania

viously known as the Environ-
mental Protection,  Vegetarian,
and Vegan Society, dedicated to
motivating grassroots support for
environmental and animal issues.
In traditional Chinese culture ani-
mals have no value apart from
their ability to serve man,  and few
people think of them as sentient
beings.  We know therefore that
we have a serious uphill journey to
achieve our aims and that to do so
we need to have much help.
Please write to us at the address
below.  Thank you.

––Ng Wai Yee
President,  Earth Care

G.P.O. Box 11546
Hong Kong

Wild Wear ad

Walter Nussbaum ad

Frank Zigrang ad Cats and dogs
We appreciate your

publication––but are shocked
by your personal discrimina-
tion! Twenty-three cats but
only two dogs?  Why not 12 of
each?  Or better,  two of each
and support for a wolf or a
mustang at a sanctuary or a
dog rescuer?  I hope that noth-
ing of our small gift will be
wasted on 23 parasites.

––Elisabeth Arvin
Ojai,  California

Since there are 3.5
million cats euthanized for
population control each year,
compared with 1.5 million
dogs,  and 10 to 20 times more
homeless cats are at large as
are euthanized,  our balance
of cats and dogs quite by acci -
dent mirrors the homeless ani -
mal population at large.  Four
were adopted from shelters;
19 of the rest we personally
rescued.

We reported in September and November 1993 that
all but two NEAVS staffers had been fired or quit as result of
a clash with the board,  controlled since 1988 by  representa -
tives of PETA and the Fund for Animals. In fact,  the
turnover involved only program staffers;  the fundraising and
business staff was uninvolved. Neither NEAVS nor PETA
responded to our inquiries at the time,  nor have they since.

Praise
You are the best journalists

working animal issues today.  Please
use this letter as you see fit,  includ-
ing critiquing me whenever neces-
sary.  No problem.

––Dean Franklin Loew,  DVM
School of Veterinary Medicine

Tufts University
North Grafton,  Massachusetts



need to start another pup so that I'll
always have two dogs fit for competition.
She has been tested for genetic soundness
and came up with flying colors.

Why should I deny breeding
my bitch,  a fine representative of her
breed,  so that some more than likely
unsound animals with poor conformation
won't be put to sleep?  I am not breeding
for money;  I wish to raise a pup from
birth,  through carefully planned social-
ization to give the pup the best chance to
adapt to competing away from home.
The pups will have the best possible
chance of genetic soundness,  coming
from screened parents.  I will keep one or
two.  The rest will go to my bitch's breed-
er,  who will keep two or three to raise for
show.  And yes,  they may sell some.  

––Susan Jenalis
Garden Grove,  California
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To catch and kill or to neuter and release
are issues we have been battling over for quite
some time now.  Many of us feel very strongly in
support of one approach or the other,  and most
likely will not convert to the other viewpoint––so
where do we go from here?

I think it really has to sink in just how
enormous the feral cat problem is.  We are talking
of somewhere between thirty and sixty million cats
nationwide––10 to 20 times as many cats as are
handled by all shelters and rescue groups combined
right now.  If these numbers really hit us in the
face,  we must acknowledge that even if we were
in 100% agreement over how to deal with this situ-
ation,  we'd have our hands full for a very long
time.  Without compromise and joint cooperative
effort,  we can't begin to make serious headway.

But how can we compromise?  I person-
ally favor neuter /release,  and hence feel traitorous
at the thought of advocating both catch-and-kill
and neuter/release,  but realistically both methods
must be employed.  Many cats are in perilous envi-
ronments and cannot go back after neutering.
Many are in perfectly acceptable spots and can be
returned to their sites.  Many cats are much too
sick to successfully treat,  and it is cruel and point-
less to return them.  Many others are sturdy,  street-
smart toughies who do extremely well in a suitable
site.

If we accept the reality of these good and
bad scenarios,  and if we accept that the catch-and-
kill people can't do it all and that the neuter/release
people can't do it all either,  then we must look at
collaborative efforts.  We have very limited
resources with which to battle this problem,  and
we certainly dissipate our energies arguing our
respective points of view.  We need guidelines that
identify the areas and situations suitable for
neuter/release or for catch-and-kill.  Without
guidelines,  we waste resources.  For instance,  ani-
mal control officers  and shelters waste time and
money whenever they handle cats who should have

Guest column

Let's cut a deal on feral cats
by Petra Murray

New Jersey Pet Overpopulation Solutions

Please spare me from further
enigmatic articles authored by dog breed-
er Margaret Anne Cleek.  Dialogue
between breeders who insist on littering
the world and those trying to eliminate the
suffering of unwanted dogs is virtually a
lost cause.  Ms. Cleek identifies herself as
an industrial/organizational psychologist
and is enamored of phrases such as "pop-
ulation density,"  "systems approach,"
"accomodate market shifts,"  and "demo-
graphics."  Give me a break!  She could
simply state that there are not enough
homes for all the dogs.

I am pleased to learn that Ms.
Cleek does involve herself in rescue work,
even if it is for the benefit of only one
breed,  the Malemute.  In the 25 years I
have been rescuing hundreds of dogs and
cats off the streets of New Oreleans,  I

have met only one Malemute who needed
help.  As a self-proclaimed expert in ani-
mal rescue,  I can most emphatically state
there is not much population density,  sys-
tems approach,  or market shifting in bail-
ing Malemutes out of trouble.

I remain strongly in favor of a
moratorium on breeding dogs and cats.

––Joan Garvey
Independence,  Louisiana

Editor's note: Cleek's most
recent point of many in her guest columns
is that the gist of dog overpopulation is
not too few homes for dogs per se;  it is
too little demand for the large dogs (both
purebreds and mongrels) who are most
plentiful in shelters.  The author of the let -
ter below also differs with Cleek on some
matters––from a far different viewpoint.

are out there,  not when there are 52.
Most of the people who try to hide cats

do not know about neuter/release.  Since they
themselves cannot pick the cats up and take them
to a veterinarian for neutering,  they think nothing
can be done.  Or money is a problem.  Many of
these people might try to resolve a situation of this
sort if they knew there was a choice––if they knew
"their" cats didn't have to be killed.  Even if the
catch-and-kill people don't accept the concept of
neuter/release,  situations such as this could
become an area of compromise:  neutered,  tat-
tooed or microchipped,  vaccinated cats are far
better than a breeding colony!

Beggars can't be choosers,  and we are
all beggars and we have to know that.  Any
improvement is better than none.

I would like to see eye-catching posters
asking for public participation in handling feral
cats.  The concepts of catch-and-kill and
neuter/release should be briefly explained in terms
not critical of one another,  and appropriate num-
bers should be listed for people to call for help.
The public has to be given a choice.  Whoever is
called has to assess the situation to determine the
suitability of a particular approach.  Time and
space do not permit a lengthy discourse here and
now,  but we could set up such a system.  These
posters should go up in nursing homes,  fast food
restaurants,  hotels––anywhere with food sources
and shelter that might attract cats.  Similar materi-
al could be placed in mailboxes where people are
feeding ferals in their own yards.  I would guess
the response would be tremendous and rather
overwhelming,  but we must start somewhere,  and
we would attract helpers and funds in the process.

Anything of this sort should be based on
a cooperative effort of all interested persons in the
animal protection network.  No cooperation,  no
resolution.  No compromise,  no resolution.

With either catch-and-kill or neuter/
release,  we are dealing with clean-up operations.

In defense of breeding
I feel a need to defend a hobby

or lifestyle that will cause the euthanasia
of some members of a dog breed that I
respect and love.  

I exhibit Rottweilers in perfor-
mance competition.  My first Rottie,  who
had American Kennel Club papers,  was
put to sleep at age two for displasia.  My
second Rottie,  an owner-release puppy
brought to an animal shelter,  has been
spayed.  She has no AKC papers,  but is
all Rottweiler despite her less than perfect
conformation.  She is also relatively
sound.  She does have nail dystrophy,
which could be genetically based.

My third Rottweiler is an
unspayed bitch whom I show in carting,
obedience,  and herding––a house dog,  a
companion animal,  and a  sheep herder.
I plan to breed her soon,  as my second
Rottie is beginning to show her age and I

Tired of breeding and statistics
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They are approaches to dealing with spilled milk.
Equal effort must be put into stopping the spillage
in the first place.  Most of us have very good ideas
as to why cats get dumped,  but we have yet to put
together an effective anti-abandonment strategy.
Perhaps we can do this once we accept that we are
going to have to learn to work together despite our
disagreements.

Editor's note: ANIMAL PEOPLE
publisher Kim Bartlett and Carter Luke of the
Massachusetts SPCA offered guidelines for
neuter/release and catch-and-kill in our June 1993
issue.  Cat rescuers will also find useful the results
of a nationwide survey of rescuers concerning
feral cat habitat types,  mortality,  and the efficacy
of both catch-and-kill and neuter/release,  which
we conducted with MSPCA support and published
in our November 1992  issue.  Both issues are sold
out,  but we'll send photocopies of these articles
for $2.00 apiece,   postage paid.

been in a neuter/release program,  and
neuter/release people waste time and money when-
ever they release cats who don't do well or must be
removed from wherever they are for other reasons.

Give public a choice
The public must be more sensibly and

effectively drawn into the resolution of the prob-
lem,  as well.  Of course the public must stop creat-
ing the problem via abandonment and letting pets
wander,  but more on that later.  Right now only a
very small segment of the general public bothers to
try to do anything at all about feral cats.  Some
contact authorities to have cats removed,  but the
majority totally ignore strays and ferals while oth-
ers still actively try to hide colonies,  fearing the
cats will be taken away and killed.  Somehow we
must get the public on our side,  as allies and not
obstructionists.  Regardless of which approach is
used,  the call for help must go out when two cats

Please continue to present dif-
ferent views on difficult subjects.  I've
learned that you don't have to agree with
someone or even like him/her to gain
valuable information and insight about a
particular issue.  If people spent more
time listening to what other people are
saying,  more could be accomplished
toward our common goals.  Thanks for

providing the means for me to get lots of
useful information about issues that con-
cern me every day in my work as a shelter
manager.  I'm giving a gift subscription to
the president of our board,  hoping he will
enjoy it as much as I do.

––Alison Hammerbeck
Animal Shelter of Wood River Valley

Hailey,  Idaho

Keep annoying people
––Photo by Kim Bartlett
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were used as gambling chits in a continent-wide poker
game.  When it ended,  the surviving chinchillas reminded
the rueful losers of their own greed and gullibility––until
they too lost their skins,  at pennies on the dollar.

Banking on death
There have been countless other breeding specula-

tion rackets since chinchillas,  many of them still going.
Contemporary with the chinchilla boom-and-bust was a
boom-and-bust in Shetland ponies.  Then came trout farm-
ing.  Most of the trout farms that didn't go broke within a
few years became canned angling operations.  Touted as
pets,  Vietnamese potbellied pigs were the most publicized
animal boom of the 1980s;  breeding boars and sows who
fetched $10,000 apiece a few years ago now go for $300 or
less, and hundreds of potbellies have been abandoned at
shelters or sold for slaughter.  Smaller recent bubbles  have
involved peacocks and fainting goats,  while ongoing bub-
bles likely to burst soon center on bison and deer. 

Each breeding scheme shares the naive hope that a
thus far little-exploited but prolific species can crash into
mainstream animal husbandry.  Speculators assert that even
sheep and goats were once considered exotic, though there
is no historical evidence behind the claim.  In fact,  the most
recent addition to mainstream domestication was the house-
cat,  5,000 years ago.  Dogs,  sheep,  goats,  pigs,  horses,
cattle,  and poultry all preceded cats into domestication;
while many other species have been raised in captivity
since,  only mink and fox,  together with rabbits,  rodents
and primates commonly used in biomedical research,  have
achieved even minor economic significance.  The mink and
fox markets,  moreover,  have crashed twice,  once in the
early 1960s and again recently.  Fewer than 40 of the 70
years that mink and fox have been ranched commercially
have brought across-the-boards profits.

Still,  the lure of getting rich quick by being the
first into a business where animals supposedly do most of
the work is sufficient to sucker even people with the back-
ground to know better.  Thousands of educated profession-
als bought thoroughbred horses during the early 1980s,
attracted by tax breaks given to horse investors for several
years under the presidential administration of Ronald
Reagan,  himself a horse breeder.  As more people got into

ordinary rate.  Females typically lay from 30 to 60 eggs per
year,  beginning at about age three,  but hatch only a frac-
tion.  In the wild,  the eggs suffer heavy predation,  includ-
ing by ants who tunnel into them from below while the
mothers keep vigil against larger foes above.  Either in the
wild or in captivity, chicks who hatch successfully are noto-
riously suceptible for about three months to disease,  acci-
dent,  and predation (in captivity,  chiefly attacks by neigh-
borhood dogs).  Loss rates of up to 75% were not uncom-
mon when the speculation boom began.  However,  as the
price of young ratites rose,  buyers became sufficiently con-
cerned about protecting their investment that they poured
effort into developing improved incubators,  medications,
and handling equipment.  Some veterinarians became ratite
specialists.  Hatching rates overall have improved to about
60%.  Some of the most experienced farms now achieve up
to 92% fertility and 84% hatching.  Chick loss rates now run
from 25% to 35% among the bigger operators,  reaching
50% among the amateurs. 

The fan-dance begins
The ratite boom started in 1986,  when Congress

overrode then-president Ronald Reagan's veto of the
Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act.  The Act imposed an
economic boycott against South Africa,  then the only major
ratite-producing nation.  Ostriches have been ranched in
South Africa since circa 1840,  when ostrich plumes came
into vogue as ornaments to womens' fashions.  Production
peaked in 1910 at 746,000 birds.  The economic unrest and
political instability in Europe that preceded World War I
brought a slump,  which became a complete crash after the
war broke out and cut off transportation to many of the
major markets.   Ostrich ranching might have died out com-
pletely during the Great Depression,  as the major remaining
market was for dusting tools.  In 1935,  however,  the
Quaker City String Band wore ostrich-plumed uniforms to
wow the judges at the prestigious Mummers Parade held
New Year's Day in Philadelphia.  Ostrich plumes had been
used by female impersonators in the parade since it began in
1901,  but the marching band was the first to adopt ostrich
feathers as an adjunct to male fashion.  Within a few years
costumes for the Mummers Parade alone were using up to
150,000 plumes a year,  equal to the production of 3,000

Betting on Big Bird burgers (from page one) 

ago,  backyard chinchilla ranching was supposed to revolu-
tionize the fur trade and enrich retireees,  housewives,  and
hobbyists,  who could raise the costly animals in their spare
time on glorified sharecropping contracts with companies
that not only sold them breeding stock and essential equip-
ment,  but also bought back the pelts after slaughter.  But
most of the would-be chinchilla ranchers saw faster profits
in becoming fellow distributors.  They bred chinchillas and
sold them to friends,  who bred still more and sold them to
friends.  The ranched chinchilla population soared;  as many
as 100,000 Americans invested before the bubble burst.
Most of them lost their shirts,  because there never was
much of a market for chinchilla fur,  and was even less of a
market once the antifur movement took hold.  Notoriously
fragile,  most of the chinchillas meanwhile died of improper
feeding and temperature control, or simple neglect.  They

ANIMAL PEOPLE
thanks you  for  your generous support:

Mr. & Mrs. Robert Anderlik,  Lillian Angelini,
Animal Protective League of Milwaukee, 
Animal Rescue League of New Freedom, 

Animal Shelter of Wood River Valley, Anne Barasch,
Col. Ralph and Kathleen Barnett,  Manny Bernstein,

Mark Bernstein,  Carleen & Bill Boehl,  
Jerry & Susan Bolick,  Sothern Boone,  Dolores Boutte,

––Photo by Robert Harrison



birds.  Fan-dancer Sally Rand further popularized ostrich
plumes among entertainers during her sensational appear-
ances at the 1938-1939 Golden Gate International
Exposition in San Francisco.  The entertainment market
was just big enough to encourage the Klein Karoo
Agriculture Cooperative,  of Oudtshorn,  South Africa,  to
successfully seek a legal monopoly on the sale of ostrich
skins,  feathers,  and meat.  Since 1945 the cooperative has
run the only licensed ostrich slaughterhouse in the world,
stunning the birds by electroshock,  then beheading,  bleed-
ing,  and gutting them much like oversized chickens.  To
protect the Klein Karoo monopoly,  exports of live ostrich-
es and fertile eggs have remained  illegal.  

Though moderately lucrative for the participants,
the ostrich monopoly was not of major economic signifi-
cance,  even in South Africa,  for many years.  In 1970,  a
typical year,  only 26,000 ostriches were slaughtered,  a
lower number than the population of many individual
chicken ranches.  But then the simultaneous economic rise
of country-western music and the American Southwest
brought a vogue for ostrich leather cowboy boots,  com-
monly priced at around $300 a pair.  By 1982 the Klein
Karoo cartel kept 120,000 ostriches,  exporting 50,000
hides a year to the U.S.;  when the boycott took effect,
U.S. ostrich hide purchases had just peaked at 90,000.
Hide prices averaged under $500 apiece.  Ostrich feathers,
depending on quality,  wholesaled at $150-$300 per pound.
Nearly half the price of both hides and feathers was the cost
of transporting them to the U.S.

Those figures are substantially the same today.
Klein Karoo slaughtered 92,000 ostriches in 1990,  as the
boycott was eased,  and 150,000 in 1993.  The  Klein
Karoo flock,  after the slaughter,  numbers about 160,000,
up 25% in the past decade.  The average wholesale price of
feathers is still about $150 per pound,  despite the claims of
some speculators that they fetch $1,800 per pound at retail.
Meat prices have also held even.  The slaughter value of an
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thoroughbreds,  the fast-rising price of prize studs and dams
became a further incentive.  When Congress took away the
tax breaks,  the market collapsed.  Most of the foals bred
during the speculation frenzy went to the horsemeat market
before they were three years old and even eligible to com-
pete in the Kentucky Derby.  

Major corporations have been duped,  as well.
British Petroleum and the Weyerhauser timber empire were
among the investors who collectively lost most than $100
million on salmon-ranching ventures in the Pacific
Northwest during the 1980s. 

If breeding stock booms were just a matter of sepa-
rating fools from their money,  humanitarians might not
care––but often animal suffering is calculated into the equa-
tion.  An unspoken assumption of the breeding boom boost-
ers more often than not is that many of the animals sold will
die from improper or inadequate care,  or inherent frailties of
the species,  before anyone finds out the market for the end
products isn't even a fraction as big as was touted.  Indeed,
the heavy mortality helps perpetuate the boom phase by
keeping breeding stock scarce––until someone finds a way
to cut the mortality.  That's happened with ratites,  and is one
reason the boom is  near an end.  

Big and hardy as adults,  ratites breed at an extra-
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ostrich in South Africa is $330;  in the U.S.,  it would be
$1,250.  Transportation still accounts for most of the gap.

While Klein Karoo seems to have regained control
of the ratite product trade after several years of uncertainty,
there was briefly a small unsupplied demand,  and that was
all the speculators needed.  A handful of Australian emu
ranchers,  struggling for years,  began rapid expansion in the
belief that feather and hide merchants would have to turn to
them.  Though not closely related to ostriches,  and only half
as big,  emus are also ratites,  a generic rather than familial
definition,  and have evolved similar qualities to fill approx-
imately the same biological niche.  The 19 licensed emu
farms in Australia boosted their holdings to 4,000 birds by
1990,  when 1,000 were slaughtered for trial marketing.
The slaughter value proved to be only $150 apiece,  and was
expected to dip to $116 a bird within another year,  when
the flock was supposed to have increased enough that
11,000 to 15,000 could be killed.   That apparently didn't

Note the diminishing average flock size as the
number of ostrich owners increases.  The average owner,
rather than building up to numbers viable for agribusiness,
is selling eggs and offspring as quickly as possible to reap
profits while they still can be found.

Because emus are smaller and less costly,  emu
owners can usually afford to buy and keep more––but from
1989 to 1992,  the typical emu flock remained at 30 birds,
even as the total number of birds increased 23.3-fold.

The average announced sale price for breeding
pairs of ostriches or potential breeding pairs further illus-
trates the trends:

Y e a r H igh Low 
A v e r age

1987 $ 15,000 $ 5,000 $12,000
1988 $  n/a $  n/a $12,000
1989 $ 50,000 $15,000 $31,250
1990 $ 75,000 $ 5,500 $46,250
1991 $100,000 $ 5,000 $50,000
1992 $100,000 $ 3,000 $39,750

Up to 1989,  the average ratite investor was still a
farmer looking for a more lucrative form of livestock.  The
highs and lows of the market rose together.  Then the get-
rich-quick crowd muscled in,  ranging from professional
speculators who knew exactly how to buy low,  drive a price
up,  and sell high,  to desperate gamblers who often literally
needed to sell their acquisitions in order to pay for them.
The high prices shot up––and the lows fell.  While the farm-
ers mostly dealt in established stock,  as they had in buying
and selling cattle and pigs,  the speculators and gamblers
speculated and gambled on eggs,  chicks,  and fledglings.
Younger,  less proven and even unproven pairs brought less
money––albeit substantially more money than actual market
potential would have suggested was wise.  Moreover,
because by 1989 the impetus had become turning a fast
profit rather than establishing a new business,  more pur-
chasers were willing to sell for what they could get immedi-
ately,  rather than waiting a few months in hopes of doing
better.  The professionals in particular knew the bubble
couldn't last.  The high and average prices of ostriches con-
tinued to climb for another two years,  as the lows slipped

––Photo by Kim Bartlett

there never had been much of any market for rhea products
or byproducts,  but argued that one could be developed once
the supply could be raised to equal the wholly untapped
potential demand.  "Right now our market is only to other
breeders,"  Janice Castleberry explained to media,  "and we
rarely have any products in enough quantity to sell." 

A present from the USDA
Ratite speculation really caught fire in mid-1989,

after the USDA reinforced the South African trade embargo
with a ban on the import of ostriches and ostrich feathers of
South African origin to prevent the spread of a particular
variety of tick.  The ban was somewhat academic,  since
feather imports were taking  a circuitous route through other
countries,  and the Klein Karoo cartel wasn't about to export
any live ostriches anyway.  However,  the ban did come at
the right time to reassure ostrich investors that they wouldn't
be undercut by the end of apartheid.

By now some of the heaviest hitters in exotic ani-
mals were involved––especially Tom Mantzel of Fort
Worth,  Texas,  noted in the acknowledgements of James
Michener's 1985 bestselling novel T e x a s for having "more
sable antelope on his ranch than I ever saw in Africa."
Mantzel as of 1990 owned three ostrich ranches in Texas,
one in an unidentified African nation,  and was reportedly
starting yet another in Italy.  But his biggest contribution to
the boom was forming the American Ostrich Association.  

The AOA provided an umbrella beneath which
ostrich speculators could lobby state governments for recog-
nition of the big birds as "livestock,"  carrying with it tax
breaks and a defacto endorsement of the proposition that
ostrich ranching could become genuinely viable.  The AOA
also set up a mechanism through which the few breeders
who might have genuine commercial prospects could mar-
shal the dues and contributions of others to finance research
into the solutions to their problems––such as the high mor-
tality rate.  Finally,  the AOA established a vehicle to help
breeders find ever more buyers.   Of the 425 members active
in 1989,  only 200 to 250 actually had any ostriches,  with
flocks totalling just 5,000.  This was five times the estimated
U.S. ostrich population of only one year before.  The rest of
the AOA membership were would-bes,  drawn in through
the sort of sales psychology Robert Redford and associates

Rags to ostrichs?



happen.  Australian emu speculators confidently predicted
the export of 80,000 emu carcasses a year by 1997.  This is
also unlikely.  

Israeli investors too became involved,  building up
a flock of 8,000 ostriches by hatching eggs that were appar-
ently bootlegged out of South Africa.  

Holy Protection
The real explosion of the ratite business came in

the U.S. and Canada.  Dairy farmer Dale Coody of Lawton,
Oklahoma, touched off the gold rush.  Coody had purchased
a male and three female ostriches from the Holy Protection
Eastern Orthodox Monastery in Oklahoma City in 1983.
The monastery flock,  kept as pets,  was apparently descend-
ed from stock imported before the South African export ban
took effect.  Coody correctly guessed that economic pres-
sure on South Africa to end apartheid would eventually cut
off the source of ostrich feathers and hides.  Further,  he dis-
covered the high price of ostrich leather boots and ostrich-
feather cheerleading and baton-twirling outfits were suffi-
ciently well known to convince many fellow farmers that
ostriches were an unrecognized gold mine.  An economical-
ly unsophisticated group of potential investors wouldn't stop
to think that the price of the specialty goods was high only
because of the limited number of ostriches,  and would fall
with any big jump in production.  Finally, Coody correctly
supposed that the Holy Protection monastery wouldn't be
eager to sell further breeding stock,  thereby creating com-
petition for itself,  if it once realized there might be value in
having a near-monopoly.  As one of the few other people
with breeding ostriches,  Coody was in the right place at the
right time to cash in––not by selling ostrich hides,  meat,
and feathers,  but by selling eggs,  chicks,  and breeding
pairs.  He only had to move fast,  before other people with
breeding pairs did the same thing.  By 1987 he'd expanded
his own flock to 50 adults,  while getting 100 other farmers
in 30 states into the ostrich business.  That was just the
beginning.  By 1989,  P e o p l e magazine put Coody's sales
volume at 300 ostriches per year and his gross at more than
$1 million a year.  

Doug Stickler did almost as well.  He bought four
ostriches from Holy Protection in 1986,  just before the boy-
cott of South Africa took effect.  By September 1990,
Stickler had sold 300 chicks in all,  at $500-$3,000 each.

Inevitably,  rivals began promoting other ratites in
the same manner.  Janice and Clyde Castleberry of
Lampasas,  Texas,  started a parallel boom by using heli-
copters to help them round up and claim 180 feral rheas,
whose forebears had escaped some years before from an
exotic game ranch.  The Castleberrys acknowledged that

farther,  but by the end of 1992 the number of people selling
low had increased to the point that the average significantly
eroded.  (1993 data isn't yet available.)

The emu market took off as it did in 1989 in direct
response to the rocketing ostrich prices.  There had never
been much demand for emus;  unlike ostrich feathers,  emu
products have never been in vogue.  Interest in emus was
and is not just mostly speculative;  it was entirely specula-
tive.  But that's what drew the speculators.

Look out below!
There were plenty of warnings all along that ratites

were not the quick way to wealth they appeared to be,  nor
even a likely way to make a modest living,  if one got stuck
with a flock when the boom turned to bust.  Veterinarian
Robert Kane,  of Plentywood,  Montana,  was among the
early skeptics.  In 1989 The Wall Street Journal took its first
notice of ratite speculation.  "This looks a lot to me like
what we had with chinchillas 20 years ago,"  Kane told
reporter Scott McMurray.  "We had at least three breeders
here who lost all their investment."

"It just can't be anything more than a pyramid
scheme,"  added Texas A&M extension poultry specialist
William Cawley,  when The Wall Street Journal f o l l o w e d
up about one year later.  "The people who get in early make
all the money.  A lot of poor people at the bottom are going
to get hurt." 

Confirmed University of Missouri alternative agri-
culture expert Brenda Dykes in a 1991 interview with the
Philadelphia Inquirer,  "With a breeder's market,  if you're
one of the first people in you're going to make a mint.  But
as more and more people get in,  you build up the breed,
and then there's too many on the market.  It's simple supply
and demand." 

Even Coody and the others who built the specula-
tion fervor were remarkably candid about that.  "Ten years
from now there will be no $50,000 pairs,"  Coody admitted
in interviews,  while claiming ostriches would "still be
mighty profitable." 

As far back as 1990,  Susan Cook Adkins accu-
rately projected that breeder and chick prices would stay
high for only 18 months to two years,  and then "drop fairly
rapidly for another five years,"  as ratite numbers grew and
the most gullible investors were plucked.

Pennsylvania emu speculator Dawn Kopecki was
even more frank in a July 1993 edition of the A l l e n t o w n
Morning Call:  "People are refinancing their farms,  taking
out loans and advertising for investors,"  she explained, "so
they can become emu breeders and catch the bandwagon

(continued on page 9

demonstrated in the chapter of their film The Sting headed
"The Shutout."  It wasn't the opportunity to get rich quick
alone that enticed Redford's greedy victim:  it was being
denied an apparent opportunity that others cashed in on.  

The AOA entered 1992 with 1,000 members,
owning about 10,000 birds,  and ended the year with 1,700,
owning 20,000.  There were then an estimated 2,500 ostrich
ranches in the U.S. all told,  according to AOA executive
director Susan Cook Adkins.  Fast growth continued.
Currently there are as many as 4,000 ostrich ranches in the
U.S.,  with a total of up to 80,000 birds.

The parallel American Emu Association had just
50 members when formed in 1989,  with an estimated 1,500
breeding pairs of emus.   By 1991 there were 700 members,
and a year later there were 1,100,  with 30-35,000 birds.  

The geometry of growth tells as much as the raw
figures.  In 1987 the typical ostrich owner had 20 to 25.
AOA members averaged 11.76,  because nearly half of them
had no ostrichs.  Today,  the typical ostrich owner has no
more than 20,  and AOA members still average 11.76.  

––Photo by Kim Bartlett
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before it leaves."
"As long as people keep laughing about this,  it's

great," added ostrich breeders Deborah and Matthew
Loving,  of Colt's Neck,  New Jersey.  "When they stop
laughing,   it's over."

The price of eggs
Tom Mantzel himself has projected that the price

of emus will fall to just $180 per chick by 1995,  while the
authoritative Who's Who In Live Animal Trade and
T r a n s p o r t suggests ostrich eggs will bottom out at $50
apiece. That may be conservative.  Eggs have always been
the most volatile part of the ratite market.  Egg prices ranged
from $20 to $500 in 1989,  and from $35 to $1,000 in 1992.
(Ostrich eggs go far higher than emu eggs because ostrich
egg fertility can be detected by shining a bright light through
the translucent shell;  whether an emu egg is fertile is any-
one's guess.)  Suckers buy high,  thinking they're getting a
bargain because even the most costly eggs still go for a frac-
tion of the price of a fledgling,  let alone a proven breeding
bird.  More experienced purchasers,  aware of the risk that
eggs may not hatch,   hold out for better deals.  The widen-
ing discrepancy between the highs and lows paid for eggs
reflects the widening gap between people who know ratites
and people who just think they do. 

But people caught up in get-rich-quick schemes
usually don't read The Wall Street Journal,  listen to nay-
sayers,  or do careful market analysis.  They're more inter-
ested in well-touted success stories,  like that of Tom
Broome,  of Panela,  Texas, who paid $2,400 for first two
ostriches,  then sold them 18 months later at the height of
the boom for $20,000.  More recently––in November
1992––Ken and Vickie Enoch of Paducah,  Kentucky,
bought a  pair of 3-month-old ostriches for $7,500.  In July
1993 they sold them for $23,000. "We're taking our profit
and reinvesting it in more birds,"  Ken Enoch said.  "We'd
be crazy not to.  These birds have been increasing in price
by more than $1,000 a month."

Gamblers rarely quit while winning.  A growing
infrastructure draws them into the game.  Early ratite pro-
motion came chiefly through advertisements in established
animal trade publications,  such as the Rocky Mountain Feed
& Livestock Journal and Animal Finder,  whose editorial
content evolved to favor ratite speculation in direct propor-

hoped to kill 100 ratites a month,  he said,  expecting to pay
breeders $1,000 apiece for surplus stock.  He claimed a
Paris firm was ready to buy 240 slaughtered carcasses from
him.  He said the meat would retail at $95 a pound,  more
than ten times the actual going price.  He had only one
ostrich on hand,  and the sources ANIMAL PEOPLE con-
sulted haven't heard from him since. 

Breeders now tell potential investors that the req-
uisite population to set up a slaughter industry will be
150,000 to 200,000 birds.  A.D. Whitehurst of Vernon,
Florida,  a past president of the Florida chapter of the AOA,
puts it even higher,  at 250,000.  University of Kentucky
poultry specialist Tony Pescatore estimated in mid-1993
that a viable slaughter industry would need at least five
more years to develop––if it ever does.

Even when there is a slaughterhouse,  there is still
no evidence the public will take to eating Big Bird in any
form.  "At this point it's very speculative. It it is yet to be
shown that ostrich meat can compete in the marketplace,"

"When they stop laughing,  it's over." (continued from page 8) 

Upping the ante
By now there are just two sorts of people in ratites:

those who know they're gambling,  and those who don't.
Among the former category are the Lovings,  who made
their first fortune speculating in real estate and securities;
ex-horse breeders John and Rachel Sheets of Odessa,
Texas,  who acquired 70 ostriches in 1989 and set up incu-
bating facilities for 600 to 700 chicks;  and fellow ex-horse
breeders Joe and Sue Dotty of Breezy Point,  Minnesota,
who bought 14 ostriches in 1988.  By 1989 they were deliv-
ering their sales pitch to as many as 60 potential customers
at a time.  Other high-profile breeders who appear to under-
stand the gamble include retirees Gwen & Bob Lairsey of
Blackshear,  Georgia,  who have banking background;  real
estate agent Marilyn Calder,  who brought the ostrich racket
to Connecticut and won a long legal battle with neighbors
who objected to the racket her birds made each morning;

Greater rheas in the wild.



tion to advertising interest.  The first ratite niche publication
was apparently Ostrich News.  Begun as a four-page
newsletter with a circulation of just 100,  it now boasts more
than 5,500 paid subscribers.  Rivals include O s t r i c h
Marketplace and the AOA's Ostrich Report.

Ostrich syndicates appeared circa 1989,  resem-
bling those that sell bull and horse semen––and chinchillas.
Bordelon Breeders International of Fort Worth,  Texas,  was
an early major player,  offering shares of 33% and 50% in
ostriches who remained on the property.  A 33% interest in
a breeding pair ran $15,000 or more.  Hosting frequent sem-
inars for potential clients,  Bordelon sold $332,000 worth of
ostriches and shares in last six months of 1989 alone.

Also emerging were ratite brokerage firms,  pro-
viding international computerized marketing service,  and
even ratite auctions televised nationwide on cable.

warned Michigan State University animal science professor
Cal Flegal recently in the Detroit News.

The idea that a new industry should create supply
far ahead of demand runs contrary to conventional business
wisdom.  But ratite speculators point toward growing gov-
ernment involvement as alleged evidence that ratite ranch-
ing can succeed.  While Arizona and Arkansas so far are the
only states to recognize ratites as livestock, making ratite
ranchers eligible for tax breaks and subsodozed loans,  the
Louisiana Department of Agriculture has informally pledged
to put as much as $5 million into promoting an ostrich
slaughter industry if the eventual slaughterhouse is sited in
Louisiana.  

Texas also encourages the ratite industry,  in keep-
ing with a tradition of welcoming exotic animal ranching
going back to the 1930s,  when World War I flying hero
Eddie Rickenbacker and well-heeled friends took advantage
of Dust Bowl land prices to start a string of canned hunting
preserves.  There were 486 licensed exotic animal ranches in
Texas when the ostrich boom began.  There are now nearly
1,500,  including 438 emu operations and 350 ostrich farms.
By 1989 the ratite business in Texas alone was worth from
$7 million to $15 million a year,  according to Texas A&M
Department of Agriculture marketing analyst Angelo
Picerrello.  By now there is more money in Texas
ratites––almost all of it tied up in speculation––than in the
whole global trade in ratite products except breeding stock.

Agriculture Canada too is backing ratites,  having
recently put $200,000 into a joint ostrich-and-emu breeding
venture in the Abitibi-Temiscaming region of Quebec.

But other jurisdictions are more skeptical.  The
California Assembly Revenue and Taxation Committee,  for
example,  has repeatedly refused to give ostrich feed the
sales tax exemption now given to feed for cattle,  sheep,
and conventional poultry.

Critics of government meddling in commerce
often claim the use of public capital in support of untested
enterprise is the recipe for a boondoggle.  Arizona,  Texas,
Louisiana and Agriculture Canada have all lost big on other
exotic livestock ventures.  Louisiana,  for example,  along
with Florida,  has pushed both alligator ranching and a
revival of alligator hunting in recent years.  First speculation
in alligator eggs and breeding stock put many would-be
ranchers under a heavy debt burden;  then a gator-hunting
boom undercut the market,  which is now undergoing a
shakeout so severe that about a third of the alligator ranches
in business at the beginning of 1993 were out of business by
year's end.   Apparently the decision-makers grossly overes-
timated the markets for alligator hides and meat.

Of the government agencies at all levels that have

and Gary and Kay Heady,  of Grass Valley,  California,
who turned to ostriches after breeding Rottweilers,
Schnauzers,  and potbellied pigs,  following some years of
attempting to flip real estate. 

It isn't clear that most other ratite investors see the
whole picture:

•  David Yoder, of Kalona,  Iowa,  is breeding
ostriches in preparation for his expected retirement in 1997. 

• Todd and Linda Deen of Bangor,  Pennsylvania,
inherited and refinanced the family farm,  then replaced
domestic pigs with potbellies,  domestic goats with pygmy
goats,  and have gone into rheas,  the lowest-priced and least
popular ratites,  expecting each marginal pursuit to be more
lucrative than the struggling mainstream livestock markets.  

• Jeannot Quirion,  a seasonally employed steel-
worker in Garthby,  Quebec,  paid $10,000 for a breeding
pair of ostriches in 1991.  He lives farther north than ratites
have ever been successfully raised before.  

• Wes Thomas,  a 47-year-old construction worker
in Wyoming,  Ontario,  recently bought four ostriches and
two emus.  He hopes to sell offspring to struggling live-
stock,  tobacco,  and tomato farmers.  "I got pages of names
of farmers from across Canada who have called to say
they're fed up with trying to make ends meet,"  Thomas
reports.  "They're looking at this thing as a new alternative." 

These are the people who are most likely to get
hurt:  little people,  of ordinary means and limited knowl-
edge,  if any,  of commodities trading.

Ratites in myth and legend
The hope that the ratite boom will mature into an

alternative livestock industry rests upon the myth that grow-
ing ratite numbers will encourage the opening of a ratite
slaughterhouse,  which will in turn generate consumer
demand for Big Bird burgers.

Bob McKean,  of Sonoma,  California,  began
speculating in ostriches in 1987,  after 12 years of breeding
quarter horses.  "We estimate that a breeder has a 10-year
chance to raise and sell breeding stock,"  McKean told
George Snyder of the San Francisco Chronicle,  "before a
large national population is reached and the new markets in
hide,  meat,  and feathers are developed." 

The requisite population was then supposed to be
100,000 birds.  That figure could easily be reached in
1994––but the only visible motion toward building a ratite
slaughterhouse so far came from Arizona entrepreneur Al
Tulliani in 1990.  Tulliani applied to the USDA for a permit
to set up a slaughtering plant in Tolleson,  Arizona.  He––Photo by Kim Bartlett
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Are purebreds really more
prone to genetic disease?

Purebred dogs may be increasingly susceptible
to genetic disease due to inbreeding,  but one apparent
proof the Humane Society of the U.S. presented in the
September 1993 edition of its Shelter Sense n e w s l e t t e r
was not necessarily any such thing.  

A special edition on “Purebreds and pet over-
population,”  the issue featured articles by assistant editor
Julia Miller and HSUS vice president for farm animals
and bioethics Michael Fox,  who backed the recent HSUS
call for a voluntary moratorium on dog and cat breeding
by linking the pursuit of breed standards to congenital
health problems.  Illustrating their articles was a table
compiled by the Canine Genetic Disease Information
System at the University of Pennsylvania entitled
“Number of Genetic Disorders or Genetic Susceptibilities
to Disease Recognized in the Dog 1928-1988.”  

The table showed that there were five recog-
nized genetic health problems in dogs in 1928;  13 in
1938;  24 in 1948;  55 in 1958;  114 in 1968;  221 in
1978;  and 281 in 1988.  

However,  in the original context,  the table did
not show that genetic problems are any more common in
dogs now than ever.  All it actually purported to show
was the rapidly improving ability of veterinarians to diag-
nose and treat congenital conditions.

Asked by ANIMAL PEOPLE to explain the
use of the table,  Fox responded,  “Certainly there have
been improvements in veterinary diagnostics since 1928.
However,  the rise in recognized disorders or susceptibili-
ties to disease correlates very closely with the rise in the
overpopulation of purebred dogs––especially during the
critical years 1968-1988,  when the commercialism of
purebreds reached its zenith.  This rise cannot be attrib-
uted simply to an exponential growth in veterinary
knowledge since 1968.”

Many geneticists would strenuously disagree.
The table began in 1928 because the preceding year,
1927,  marked the birth of modern veterinary genetics
with the discovery that mutations can be induced,  rather
than resulting strictly from chance.  The doubling of the
number of congital diseases recognized in dogs between
1948 and 1958 coincided with the 1953 discovery of the
function of DNA,  the 1955 synthesis of RNA,  and an
explosion in the amount of genetic research done on dogs,
stimulated by concern over the genetic effects of nuclear
radiation.  This epoch also coincided with the advent of
pound seizure,  giving researchers free access to all the

become involved in ratites,  only the Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service of the USDA seems likely to turn a buck.
Anticipating that the ratite boom will extend to imported
breeding stock,  once the way is opened to admit more import-
ed eggs,  chicks,  and  breeding pairs,  APHIS periodically

ANIMAL HEALTH

whimper,  depending upon whether it simply runs out of hot
air or a dramatic event precipitates a panic.  Conditions capa-
ble of producing a panic are underway,  as control of the
South African government has shifted with the end of
apartheid, and the black politicians just coming to power have

This is the way the ratite world ends 

The Farm Bureau,  Cattleman’s Association,  and
Eastern Milk Producers Cooperative are backing a New York
state bill to let farmers vaccinate their own cattle against rabies,
as is allowed in 36 other states including the adjoining states of
Vermont and Pennsylvania.  The bill is opposed by the New York
Veterinary Medical Society.  The farm groups claim it would help
curb rabies by cutting vaccination costs.  The veterinarians
respond that vaccinations improperly done provide no protection.

The tick-borne disease tularemia has reappeared in
southeastern Pennsylvania,  a decade after causing two human
fatalities in the same area.  The disease usually hits rabbits,
killing them within four hours;  both the Pennsylvania victims had
just killed and dressed rabbits.  Tularemia can also kill dogs and
cats who have contact with infected rabbits.

Lyme disease,  chiefly carried by black-legged ticks,
may be waning in Ohio,  according to state biologists,  who found
only one black-legged tick on 1,150 dead deer inspected in 1992,
and none during opening-day-of-deer-season checks in 1993.

Veterinarian Jeff Young and his assistant Erin
Russell of Planned Pethood Plus vasectomized wolves and wolf
hybrids on December 19 at Mission: Wolf,  a sanctuary for 38 of
the animals near Silver Cliff,  Colorado.  Vasectomies were done
rather than castrations to minimize the effect of neutering on
behavior within the pack structure.  "It was thrilling and a little
scary,"  Young and Russell reported.

The 20-year-old Avian Rehabilitation Center,  of
Atlantic City,  New Jersey,  may close this summer because the 3-
acre site it occupies has been put up for sale by the financially
struggling Marine Sciences Consortium.  The site is one corner of
a 40-acre coastal parcel the MSC has used to host classes for vari-
ous colleges and universities,  but is now offering for develop-
ment at $750,000.  The Avian Rehabilitation Center treated 2,000
birds of 130 species last year,  including 35 endangered species.
More than 40% were returned to the wild.  About 15% were sent
to zoos and nature centers because they did not recover enough to
survive in the wild.

The United Federation of Teachers Humane
Education Committee will present a workshop led by Marty
Goldstein,  DVM on "Caring for Companion Animals via

Podiatrist Dr. Ronald Worley claimed a first on
November 23 when he performed the first of two laser surgeries

to correct a congenital foot defect in a kitten named Spunky.
Worley belongs to the feline foster care program of the Valley

Humane Society,  in Dublin,  California.

Homeopathic and Vitamin Therapies" from 3:45 to 7:00 p.m. on
February 2 at the UFT headquarters in Manhattan. Registration is
$15,  including a light dinner.  For info,  call 718-797-2925.   The
UFT Humane Education Committee is also promoting a free neu-
tering and vaccination program for New Yorkers on fixed
incomes or public assistance,  sponsored by the Fund for
Animals.
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dogs they could use.  The next doubling,  between 1958
and 1968,  coincided with the peak use of dogs in
research.  Then,  in 1967,  the synthesis of DNA touched
off the ongoing effort to identify the functions of specific
genes,  with the object of eventually engineering healthier
and/or more useful plants and animals.  The rate of recog-
nition of new genetic diseases in dogs finally slowed from
1978 to 1988––but as the common conditions were found,
the rest were ever less common and thus harder to find.  It
may also be pertinent that between the abolition of pound
seizure in many locations and advances in alternatives to
animal-based research,  the number of dogs used in bio-
medical research fell by 92% between 1964 and 1991. 

Concluded Shelter Sense editor Geoffrey
Handy,  “Our opinion is that the inbreeding,  overbreed-
ing,  and careless breeding of purebreds has in fact led to
additional genetic disorders that did not exist prior to
these practices.”  

Maybe,  but without comparative data on the
frequency of conditions,  not just the number of condi-
tions known,   the evidence is insufficient to say for sure.  

––Merritt Clifton
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$2 per 1-4 items, 
$4 per 5-8 items,
and $6 per 9-12
items.    Royalty
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PEOPLE.
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I'm an Animal Person

accepts bids from investors who want to run private quarantine
stations.  Successful bidders must deposit $10,000 in faith
money before even getting started.  By mid-1992 there were 30
private quarantine stations open and permits had been issued to
75 more operators.  Announcing that bids on yet another 13
openings for new quarantine stations would be considered,
APHIS received 20,000 applications from 2,000 people (who
could each bid on all 13 openings.)  Said Billy Johnson,
APHIS deputy administrator for veterinary services,  "The
response overwhelmed us.  The lottery to select the winning
bidders had to be postponed for more than a month to allow the
applications to be processed."

The ratite balloon could deflate with either a bang or a

no allegiance whatever to either Klein Karoo or the Boer
establishment of which it is a symbol.  Independent ostrich
breeders have grumbled for years that,  as consultant John
Harrison puts it,  "The archaic controls on slaughtering &
marketing are costing farmers up to $30 million a year."  The
Transvaal Ostrich Producers Association has threatened to
buck the Klein Karoo monopoly by opening its own slaugh-
terhouse––illegally if necessary,  says chairman Wilhelm Le
Clus,  DVM.  Shut out of legal profits from the U.S. ostrich
boom,  some South Africans have made Namibia a conduit for
smuggling ostrich chicks and eggs via night flights from
secret airstrips,  the leading Namibian newspaper,  the
Windhoek Advertiser, revealed in May 1993.   A black home-
land set up by South Africa,  Namibia exists under South
African dominion with limited self-rule.  After the expose,
the Namibian government legalized ostrich exports for a
month,  then reimposed the export ban,  under South African
pressure,  in July.  

Smuggling continues not only through  Namibia,
but also through Bophuthatswana,  a parallel homeland,  and
Zimbabwe.  If the smuggling ever gives way to unrestricted
legal trade,  which could be as soon as the new South African
government decides it would rather tax lucrative exports than
protect an industry that could be overwhelmed soon by for-
eign competition,  a glut of ostriches available from South
African breeders at a third to a tenth the going U.S. prices
might leave thousands of investors with costly creatures they
don't want––and perhaps can't sell to anyone at any price.

Ostrich speculator Kenneth Roberts,  of Rush
Springs,  Oklahoma,  several years ago expressed the most
pernicious misconception behind the ratite bubble,  which is
also why humanitarians are increasingly anxious about the
aftermath when it bursts.  

"Basically you treat them like stray cats," he said.
"All they require is food and water and a half acre." 

Feeding a ratite costs approximately as much as
feeding a cat:  from 50¢ a day for an emu to 86¢ a day for an
ostrich.  At those prices,  the cost of feeding either one to
slaughter weight is close to the actual slaughter value.  Many
people who can't unload ratites profitably may decide they
can't afford to keep feeding them.  They may then continue to
treat the big birds like cats,  either killing them by crude
means or turning them loose to go feral.  Almost certainly,
birds who should never have been bred will suffer right along
with embittered people who lose their life savings.  The only
consolation for humane onlookers will be that even more of
the birds would suffer,  in the manner of all livestock,  if the
ratite business ever does actually establish itself.

––Merritt Clifton
[Clifton details bison and deer speculation in the Winter
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World meat production is up from
177.2 million tons in 1990 to 184.2 tons in
1993,  says the Intergovernmental Group on
Meat,  an industry task force.  Cattle produc-
tion slid from 54.3 million tons to 52.8,  but
pork is up from 69.7 million tons to 73.8,  and
poultry is up from 39.9 million tons to 44.2.
Total production in developed nations fell
from 104.2 million tons to 100.6,  due mostly
to declines in the former USSR,  but produc-
tion in developing nations jumped from 73
million tons to 83.6 million––an expenditure
of soil and water resources many of them can-
not afford to make.

British vegetarian author and ani-
mal rights advocate Rebecca Hall o f f e r e d
four men $15,000 if they could last a week in
the same conditions as battery-caged
hens––but they quit December 6 after just 18
hours in an unheated eight-foot-square,  six-
foot-high cage with no sanitation,  nothing to
sit on,  and no amusements.

Maryland draft regulations on the
care of downed,  diseased,  and debilitated
l i v e s t o c k allow slaughterhouses to hold such
animals for up to 48 hours before slaughter,
and exempt poultry.  Comments on the draft
regulations,  portions of which the Farm
Animal Reform Movement termed “vague”
and “unacceptable,”  were due December 15.

Environment Quebec has autho-
rized farmers in the Temiscouata region,
near Riviere du Loup,  to triple their pig
p r o d u c t i o n since 1991.  The authorizations
have been attacked by Dr. Robert Maguire,
director of public health for the lower St.
Lawrence River basin,  and the U n i o n
Quebecoise Pour la Conservation de la
N a t u r e,  who cite the destruction of the
Yamaska and Assomption rivers during the
1970s by effluent from pig farms.  Pierre
Paradis,  now Quebec environment minister,
documented the damage to the Yamaska in
1974 under a federal job creation grant,  and
was first elected to the Quebec National
Assembly in 1980 after several towns in his

dent George Bush,  over the opposition of his
trade advisors,  to win support from midwest-
ern hog and feed grain farmers.

In the absence of USDA safety
r u l e s governing the release of genetically
engineered arthropods,  University of Florida
biological pest control specialist Marjorie Hoy
in mid-November convened a gathering of
about 30 ecologists,  entomologists,  and mol-
ecular biologists to draft nonbinding scientific
guidelines.  The conference was backed by the
USDA National Biological Control Institute.

Due to a recent rapid rise in the
number of tubercular cattle from Mexico
arriving at U.S. slaughterhouses,  the USDA
on December 6 proposed extending a require-
ment that Mexican steers be facebranded to
cover all Mexican cattle.  Virtually every U.S.
animal protection group joined to protest the
facebranding of dairy cattle in 1986,  under a
federal herd buyout plan that was supposed to
boost milk prices by cutting the supply,  but
Farm Animal Reform Movement president
Alex Hershaft told ANIMAL PEOPLE t h a t

––Chicken,  by Wolf Clifton.

AGRICULTURE
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STOP THE SUF-
FERING!

Join Doris Day,  Casey Kasem,  Chrissie Hynde,  Kevin Nealon,
Sara Gilbert,  Berke Breathed,  Jeremy Rifkin,  and Elvira in the

GREAT AMERICAN
MEATOUT

Beginning on March 1st,  thousands of animal and consumer
protection advocates will ask their friends and neighbors to
pledge that they will "kick the meat habit" on March 20th and
explore a less violent,  more wholesome diet.
JOIN THE LARGEST GRASSROOTS CAMPAIGN
IN THE HISTORY OF OUR MOVEMENT!
SEND COUPON BELOW OR CALL 1-800-MEATOUT!

FARM ANIMAL REFORM MOVEMENT

district were without drinking water for most
of a year due to the pollution.  A N I M A L
P E O P L E editor Merritt Clifton covered the
Yamaska crisis for various media from 1978
through the completion of 14 new sewage
treatment plants and three new water filtration
plants that were built during the next six years
to deal with it.  “The new plants helped,”  he
recalls,  “as did new laws governing when and
how farmers could store and spread manure,
but what helped most was the economic col-
lapse of the pig industry after a decade of
overexpansion pushed by the Quebec govern-
ment.  There were half a million pigs in con-
finement barns along the Yamaska in 1980,
and maybe half that many four years later.”

On December 20,  Russia received
the last of 12,000 tons of U.S. pork, bought
with $25 million in USDA subsidies in a pre-
election deal arranged by former U.S. presi-

such an effort probably wouldn't be repeated.
“We won in 1986,”  he said,  “because the
dairy cows had never been branded and the
farmers themselves didn’t want to do it.  The
beef ranchers have been branding cattle all
along and to them a brand is a brand:  they
don’t see the difference in pain between a
brand on the face and a brand on the flank or
the rump.  There is no support in the industry
for a campaign,”  he concluded,  “but that
does not mean we won’t make some noise.”
In 1986 the USDA eventually agreed that the
dairy cattle could be freezebranded,  a less
painful procedure than firebranding.

The United Nations Food and
Agricultural Organization lists 600 extinct
livestock breeds and 390 more in danger,
including 46 in the U.S. and 22 in Spain.  The
breed at most risk right now is the Andalusian
spotted pig,  of which just 30 females remain.
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Dog logo The Watchdog moni -
tors fundraising,  spending,
and political activity in the
name of animal and habitat
p rotection—both pro and
con.  His empty bowl stands
for all the bowls left empty
when some take more than
they need.

The
Watchdog

IPPL budget typo
A typographical error

resulting because the “$” sign and
the “4” are on the same key of our
computer keyboard added $400,000
to the direct mail costs ($480,051)
that we reported the International
Primate Protection League allocated
to program services on its 1992 IRS
Form 990, in our December resume
of the budgets,  assets,  and salaries
paid by the 50 leading national ani-
mal and habitat protection groups.
That’s $52,000 more than the total
IPPL budget.  The correct figure
was $80,051.  The percentage we
gave for IPPL spending on non-
fundraising programs,  58%,  was
accurate.  

IPPL,  distinguished for
work on behalf of primates,  in
opposition to wildlife trafficking,
and in support of freedom of speech
and press,  recently celebrated its
20th anniversary.  President Shirley
McGreal,  a longtime resident of
Southeast Asia,  formed IPPL after
personally witnessing the abuse of
primates by trappers and smugglers.
IPPL became active on behalf of
speech and press freedom,  a seem-
ingly unrelated field,  as result of a
libel suit filed against McGreal and
New York State University prima-
tologist Jan Moor-Jankowski by the
Austrian pharmaceutical firm

Bardot going bust?
French actress-turned-

activist Brigitte Bardot has fired
longtime Brigitte Bardot Foundation
head Liliane Sujansky,  replacing
her with antivivisectionist Stephane
Charpentier at the recommendation
of her husband of 18 months,
Bernard d'Ormale––a close friend
and advisor to Jean-Marie Le Penn,
head of the far-right National Front
Party.  Contributions to the founda-
tion have fallen by two-thirds since
the marriage.  Most of the falloff is
attributed to the cancellation of four
episodes of the foundation's S . O . S .

ARM wins again
Animal Rights Mobiliza-

tion director Robin Duxbury,  com-
ing off a successful campaign to
keep dolphins out of the Colorado's
Ocean Journey theme park to be
built near Denver,  called for a boy-
cott of the grooming salons in the
PetsMart pet supply chain last
September,  following the death of
at least five dogs in five different
states when groomers––independent
of each other and of any direction
from PetsMart ––apparently tried to
perform veterinary procedures
and/or mishandled insecticides.
PetsMart,  the fastest-growing firm
in the pet trade,  offers shelter ani-
mals for adoption in its stores,
rather than selling puppies and kit-
tens from breeders.  Many people
thus thought the ARM boycott call
ill-advised.  "I called for this partial
boycott with mixed feelings,"
Duxbury admitted,  "because I think
the store has done far more on over-
population than any activist group,
including ARM."  But PetsMart
quickly agreed to implement ARM's
eight "Guidelines for Safe and
Humane Grooming Facilities,"
endorsed ARM's list of  procedures
that groomers should leave to veteri-
narians,  and itself began circulating
the guidelines (available from ARM
at POB 6989,  Denver,  CO 80206).

––Elliot Katz

IDA staff revolt
In Defense of Animals

founder and president Elliot Katz,
DVM,  lost his authority to hire and
fire staff at a December 8 board of
directors meeting that also brought
the resignation from the board of
attorney Marjorie Martis.   The
remaining board members,  Betsy
Swart and Joan Briody,  are now to
meet with Katz by telephone once a
month,  with the first half hour of
each meeting given to staff to air
their views and complaints.  A per-
sonnel director is to be hired to take
over staff management whenever the
depleted IDA budget permits.  The
actions followed a staff revolt,  after
cash flow problems obliged Katz to
fire development director Raymond
Chavez,  and after he tried to set firm

Christmas poll
A nationwide L o s

Angeles Times poll of 1,612
adults,  taken December 4-7 and
published Christmas Day,  found
that 54% of Americans oppose
sport hunting,  including 65% of
women, 41% of men,  and 60%
of people ages 18-29;  50%
object to wearing fur,  including
58% of women, 40% of men,
and 57% of people ages 18-29;
and 47% agreed with the state-
ment that,  "Animals are just
like humans in  all important
ways,"  including 52% of women
and 61% of people ages 18-29.  

DEAD DOG DID IN
RICHARD NIXON

The Watergate political
espionage case that forced Richard
Nixon to resign the U.S. presiden-
cy in 1974 had antecedents in a
1945 animal cruelty case at UCLA,
alumnus Clancy Sigal wrote in a
reminiscence of the late H.R.
“Bob” Haldeman,  published in the
November 27 New York Ti m e s.
Haldeman was Nixon’s chief of
staff,  assisted by former UCLA
classmates John Erlichman and
Alexander Butterfield. “Bob,  a
Beta Sigma Tau pledge master,
was held responsible when fresh-
men beat a dog to death during a
hazing ceremony,”  Sigal recount-
ed.  “As he would later do over
Watergate,  he tried to cover it up.
The campus newspaper ran the
story.  Since Frank Mankiewicz,  a
liberal,  was the editor,  it was
obvious to Bob that there was a
liberal conspiracy to ruin his repu-
tation...Bob remained convinced
[at a 1975 class reunion] that
Mankiewicz,  later a Kennedy aide,
carrying a  30-year grudge,  had
masterminded the ‘liberal line’ that
torpedoed the Nixon presidency.
That is,  the Watergate coup d’etat
had been caused by a dead dog."



Immuno AG.  McGreal was forced
to quit the suit when her insurance
company settled out of court,  but
Moor-Jankowski won a landmark
victory in the U.S. Supreme Court.
IPPL continues to fight a variety of
other apparent harassment actions
filed by animal traffickers whose
work it has exposed;  provides infor-
mation to other individuals,  organi-
zations,  and media who have been
hit with harassment lawsuits;  orga-
nizes letter-writing on behalf of con-
tacts abroad who have been jailed
for disclosing information about
dubious wildlife transactions;  and
raised funds to save the home of a
Michigan woman who lost a libel
suit to a dog dealer,  in a jury deci-
sion many libel experts consider
questionable.  This is all in addition
to intense activity on behalf of pri-
mates of every variety.

A n i m a u x television program after
Bardot denounced the slaughter of
sheep during the Islamic feast of Aid
el Kebir in terms many members of
the substantial French North African
community considered racist.  The
loss of revenue came just after the
foundation spent $256,000 in
December 1993 to set up a no-kill
shelter.  Bardot,  59,  set up her
foundation in 1987 by auctioning off
$513,000 worth of personal posses-
sions,  and has mortgaged her
Riviera home to keep it solvent.  She
denies sharing her husband's views.
"He is interested in politics;  I am
interested in animals,"  she told
Nicholas Powell of the L o n d o n
Observer.  "I argue with Bernard.  I
think the National Front is too
extremist.  But I am forced to wear a
ticket which is not mine.  If these
rumors do me too much harm,  we
will have to separate,  and I think it
is unjust to have to spend my last
years alone."

Moore & Ahlers Shelter Gang

The Warm Store

February 1: A l e x a n d e r
Calder Conservation Award nomina-
tions due.  The $10,000 award goes
to a person who has "achieved signif-
icant results" in U.S. habitat protec-
tion via "cooperative partnerships
between business and conservation."
Get info from The Conservation
Fund,  Suite 1120,  1800 N. Kent St.,
Arlington,  VA  22209.

March 18-20: E c o -
Visions,  a conference about women
and animals,   See ad,  page 3.

March 31: Deadline for
submissions to Circles of
Compassion:  A Collection of
Humane Writings,  which seeks "the
perspectives,  experiences and in-
sights of those who work directly on
the front lines of animal welfare."
Send manuscripts with SASE to
Elaine Sichel,  12005 Green Valley
Rd.,  Sebastopol,  CA  95472.

Dates &
Projects

Dates & Projects lists,  at no
charge,  participant activities for which
there is no more than a nominal admis -
sion fee.  Send details on your event to
ANIMAL PEOPLE ,  POB 205,
Shushan,  NY 12873.

(continued next page)

policies on use of paid time,  vaca-
tion time,  and office facilities.  The
board involvement in personnel mat-
ters and close oversight of the chief
administrator contradict the advice of
virtually every authority on nonprofit
organization,  the gist of which is
that a board should set broad poli-
cies,  raise funds,  and leave the
administrator alone to turn policies
into programs––or fire the adminis-
trator if the results are sufficiently
unsatisfactory.  “It was my recom-
mendation that we take this course,”
Katz told ANIMAL PEOPLE .
“The staff has wanted more board
involvement and input.  We’ll try it,
and if it turns out not to be working,
maybe we’ll try something else.”

Anti-hunter runs for Sierra Club board
Margaret Hays Young,  an outspoken critic of the Sierra Club's

neutral stance on hunting,  leads a slate of four dissidents who are seeking
seats on the Sierra Club board of directors in this spring's membership
election.  Young,  long a leader of the Sierra Club's 40,000-member
Atlantic Chapter,  believes the group should ardently oppose hunting,  log-
ging,  and other exploitive use of national parks and wildlife refuges. She
is also a leading foe of the annual seagull massacres at New York's
Kennedy International Airport.  In 1990 she led the Atlantic Chapter and
other affiliates in Illinois,  Indiana,  and Montana in support of a plan to
curtail logging in the Northern Rockies.  The Sierra Club board threatened
to oust Young and suspend operation of the Atlantic Chapter,  but two
years later did adopt a stronger policy of opposition to old-growth logging.  

The logging issue will be central to the spring election,  heating
up after William Arthur,  chief Sierra Club forest lobbyist in the Pacific
Northwest,   sold 10 acres of his own trees to loggers.  Sierra Club mem-
bership is down from 627,000 people to 550,000 since 1991,  while
income is down from $52 million to $40 million.



The Fund for Animals,  which pre-
tended to lead protest a year ago after becom-
ing the last national group to join the tourism
boycott that brought the broken promise,
apparently did nothing––in the wake of a
spring direct mail campaign in which it
claimed a victory on the issue,  and a summer
pledge by national director Wayne Pacelle to
orchestrate international protest if the wolf-
killing went ahead.  Instead,  the Fund
launched a major membership drive, polling
recipients of membership appeals as to
whether they thought the wolf  massacre
should even be a priority.

The Sierra Club magazine S i e r r a,
and the World Wildlife Fund magazine Focus
editorially touted Alaskan tourism in their
September/October issues.  No apologies or
turnabouts were forthcoming.  The World
Wildlife Fund Canada has joined smaller
Canadian groups and FoA in opposing the
Yukon wolf killing,  but the U.S. and interna-
tional WWF arms haven’t provided evident
backup.

Wolves blamed for horse abuse
If the silence of animal protection

groups on Alaska was surprising,  the silence
on the Yukon was almost as much so,  espe-
cially after fisheries technician Richard
Mahoney charged in the December 22 Seattle
T i m e s that the slaughter there is not only
pushed by native groups and hunting outfitters
who don’t want to be held responsible for their
own depredations,  but is also in effect a
cover-up for horse abuse.  

Mahoney explained that Yukon out-
fitters commonly release their horses each
winter,  at the end of hunting season. "After
months of hard use,"  he wrote,  "they are
turned loose to fend for themselves on the very
spare Yukon range,  which has snow cover
from October to May and winter temperatures
to 50 degrees below zero,  and is 1,000 miles
from the nearest hay field.  Wolves prey on
these winter-starved beasts.  Attrition rates can
be high,  especially on replacement stock
brought up from more southerly pastures and
not adapted to the extreme conditions.”  

Canadian naturalist R.D. Lawrence

and the Canadian Coalition for the Ethical
Treatment of Food Animals have protested the
horse abandonments for years.  The only high-
profile prosecution of an outfitter who repeat-
edly left his horses to starve,  begun in 1989,
was dropped a year later after repeated delays;
the defense counsel was also the agent for the
trial scheduling office,  according to CCETFA
director Tina Harrison.

Tourism chief fired
Despite the heavy free promotion of

Alaska,  ecotourism agencies reported that
their Alaskan traffic was down 90% in the
wake of FoA boycott appeals issued in various
publications during November––even as FoA
fought a lawsuit filed by the state in response
to previous boycott appeals.  

The lawsuit and boycott appeared to
be responsible for Alaska governor Walter
Hickel’s reported mid-December surprise fir-
ing of state Division of Tourism director
Connel Murray.  Opposing the boycott as a
matter of professional obligation,  Murray
reputedly opposed the wolf killing too.  He
was dismissed after testifying in preliminary
hearings in Alaska v. Friends of Animals that
his department could not prove any damages
due to the boycott appeals over which FoA
was sued,  since most groups who were part of
the boycott last year had lifted it as soon as
Alaska said wolves would not be killed.
Murray also said his research indicated an all-
out boycott would cause only about a 6%
decline in tourism.  While Hickel might have
welcomed word that a boycott would be only
marginally effective,  he apparently didn’t
welcome it in a lawsuit in which Alaska must
prove damages.

The wolf kill quota for unit 20-A
this winter was 150,  half the official popula-
tion of the area.  However,  after killing the
first several dozen at a rapid pace,  the death
squad took more than a week to get from 50 to
54,  and then two weeks to reach 63,  suggest-
ing that wolves may already have been almost
extirpated from the area,  just as Haber pre-
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ARIES quits
The ARIES Newsletter,  published by

the Animal Rights Information and Education
Service,  ended with the September-December
issue.  Editor Peter Hermance,  who began
ARIES as a monthly in March 1989,  directed
readers to other media,  including A N I M A L
PEOPLE,  and detailed his repeated exclusion
from the Summit for the Animals,   an annual
assembly of group leaders that welcomes
many other heads of essentially one-person
projects.  Hermance apparently was barred
––unknown to himself––primarily because for-
mer Summit executive committee member
Wayne Pacelle warned other committee mem-
bers that he might be an “infiltrator.”  

Sex & money
Charities risk losing much of their

skilled workforce because they underpay
women,  according to Applied Research and
Development Institute national director Carol
Barbieto.  Women make up 68.2% of the non-
profit payroll,  including 75% of the people in
executive jobs,   Barbieto said,  but female
nonprofit executives earn 26% less on average
than men.  The average nonprofit salary is
$17,298 a year,  far below the average national
wage for non-agricultural workers of $23,433.
The disparities Barbieto noted,  as well as the
averages,  appear in the wages paid by humane
societies and animal advocacy groups.  Some
of the disparity is because more male lawyers

Watchdog,  continued––

wounds indicated she was shot from above.
Coombs found her near his trapline,  where she
was apparently dropped by an aircraft:  there
were no tracks leading to her remains,
Coombs told media,  and no signs of death-
throes.  An Alaska state trooper confiscated the
dead wolf before Coombs could deliver her to
a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service staffer with
authority to enforce the Airborne Hunting Act.

The missing skulls were removed for
donation to the University of Alaska,  to be
added to a permanent collection.  As the uni-
versity prefers intact skulls,  the state trappers
are killing wolves found alive in snares with
shots to the heart and lungs,  causing a slower,
more painful death than a head shot.  In addi-
tion,  Haber said,  wire and cable snares had
cut some writhing wolves down to the trachea.

Caribou
Murray wasn’t the only top Alaskan

official to lose his job in December,  as former
Fish and Wildlife Protection Division director
Phil Gilson resigned effective January 1 after
being charged with illegally shooting a cari-
bou.  Earlier,  his office denied that caribou
poaching was any problem in Alaska,  despite
evidence that trophy poachers rather than
wolves were perhaps responsible for the

The silence of the wolves (continued from page one)

––Photo by Paul Soffron



and veterinarians have been recruited from the
private sector––but even among people with
equal credentials and senority,  men earn
more,  partly because women seem to be more
willing to work for organizations with limited
funding,  and more willing to sacrifice person-
al compensation to spend more on programs.
Among the 37 animal and habitat protection
group heads whose 1992 salaries A N I M A L
PEOPLE published in December,  the average
was $96,494;  the average for the nine women
was $49,757,  while the average for the 28
men was $111,517.   Only one female group
head made more than the male average.

Wise Use Wiseguys
New England and New York wise-

users met November 30 in Concord,  New
Hampshire,  at a summit held by the North
East Property Rights Alliance––and then
staged a five-day call-in to the White House,
trying to get Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt
fired for advancing a national biological sur-
vey.  The wise-users say the survey,  intended
to identify potential conflicts between endan-
gered species and land use before they happen,
would be prelude to "government land grabs."
The NEPRA helped defeat a proposed Wild
and Scenic designation for 26 miles of the
Pemigewasset River last spring,  and now
opposes the Merrimack Wild and Scenic
Rivers Study,  the Shoreline Protection Act,
and the Northern Forests Lands Study,  as well
as pushing a New Hampshire bill to give prop-
erty rights precedence over species protection. As a nonproft animal organization or shelter,  
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dicted.  Exactly how they were extirpated was
unclear,  however,  from the partial carcasses
Haber was finally allowed to examine along
with state experts and media––who were
barred from taking pictures––on December 22,
three weeks after the state agreed to the
inspections rather than try to maintain secrecy
in another court fight.  All of the wolves had
already been skinned,  and the skulls and feet
of many of them were missing,  which meant
there was no evidence available to Haber as to
the pack affiliations of the victims,  which
could be determined from color patterns,   and
precious little evidence as to whether some
were choked in neck-snares,  or were found
alive and shot,  or were caught in leghold
traps,  contrary to the state policy of using only
snares. 

Trapper Mike Coombs alleged as
the autopsies progressed that some wolves
were shot from aircraft,  in violation of the
1974 federal Airborne Hunting Act,  and that
their carcasses were being dumped in the bush
rather than being brought to Fairbanks for
necropsy.  Coombs drove to the autopsy site
with a dead wolf in the back of his truck.  Her

.08 of a cent
Animal and habitat protection

groups collected just eight tenths of a cent
from each dollar raised by U.S. charities in
1992,  says a new study by the National
Center for Charitable Statistics,  a think-tank
run by the nonprofit umbrella group  Indep-
endent Sector.  Religion,  at one cent,  gets
only slightly more,  while 60.8¢ goes to health
care and 17.8¢ to education.  Because animal
and habitat protection groups draw relatively
little income from government grants and user
fees (such as hospital charges and tuition),
they rely upon private contributions for 46.8%
of their total revenue––the greatest reliance on
private support of any branch of charity.
Private contributions account for just 2.7% of
the nonprofit health care revenue stream,  and
13.5% of the revenue stream for nonprofit
educational institutions.  The importance of
private contributions to animal and habitat
protection group budgets helps explain the
emphasis many such groups place upon direct
mail fundraising:  unlike in other charitable
fields,  few animal and habitat protection
groups have big endowments and/or revenue-
producing property.  Counting only funds
raised directly from the public,  the American
Association of Fund-Raising Counsel's Trust
for Philanthropy estimates that total contribu-
tions to animal and habitat protection in 1992
came to $3.12 billion:  2.5% of direct public
giving.  This is in line with the findings of a
similar study for the preceding fiscal year
published in The Nonprofit Almanac 1992-93.
The latter found that animal-related causes get
.09% of public giving,  about $1.16 billion a
year,  while  1.3%,  about $1.19 billion,  goes
to environmental causes. 

Two friends per foe
Fifty-three of the 116 members of

the California State Legislature rated an 'A'
while 27 rated 'F' for their voting records on
animal bills in 1993,  according to PAW PA
C,  the California political action committee
for animals.  State senator Tom Hayden was
named PAW PAC Legislator of the Year for
sponsoring two pro-animal bills.

decline of caribou in 20-A. State biologists
found in May 1993 that only 30% of the cari-
bou cows in the region were pregnant,  down
from 85% to 95% during the years when the
herd was growing.   Since wolves don’t pro-
vide the stud service,  the blame had to lie
either with lack of fodder to support a large
reproducing population,  which Haber believes
is the case,  or a shortage of bucks.

As Gilson left,  the Alaska Depart-
ment of Fish and Game and USFWS were try-
ing to figure out what to do about a caribou
surplus on Adak Island,  in the Aleutians,
where the animals were introduced in 1958-
1959 to provide sport hunting for Navy person-
nel.  There are now 600-800 caribou there––
and the Navy is cutting the base staff by 80%.

In an unrelated action,  the
Biodiversity Legal Foundation on December
13 asked the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to
list the Alexander Archipelago wolf,  a sub-
species found mainly in the Tongass National
Forest of Alaska,  as a threatened species.
Trappers killed 52% of the wolves' population
in 1992-1993,  while clear-cutting in the
national forest jeopardizes their habitat.

Bunny Huggers' Gazette ad



MONTREAL,  Quebec,  Canada– – P a r t i -
sans disagree vehemently over how far the Canadian
SPCA (a..k.a. the Montreal SPCA) has gotten in
resolving the economic and administrative problems
reported here last March––no surprise,  given the
decade of turmoil surrounding Canada's oldest humane
society.  Founded in 1869,  the CSPCA handles animal
control for most of the greater Montreal area.

According to public relations officer Johanna
Dupras,  "a new management and accounting team has
restructured accounting procedures and reorganized
shelter operations,  with the result that the deficit has
been halved over the past year.  The objective is to
break even by December 1994."

In June the CSPCA elected an almost entire-
ly new board,  following the resignation of longtime
board president Joan Clark,  and confirmed the January
1993 appointment of Claude Dion as executive director
Hired at $60,000 (Canadian) a year,  Dion reportedly
demanded a retroactive raise to $90,000 after his con-
firmation,  and is believed to have settled for $72,000.
A hunter,  he takes a conservative line on animal
issues:  Dupras' duties,  say former board members,
were recently redefined after she criticized  rodeo. 

The Animal Defense League of Canada
meanwhile amplified charges by former CSPCA board

member Alexander Wolf that the CSPCA uses a faulty
gas chamber at its Laval shelter.  Wolf,  who heads the
Coalition for Reform of the Montreal SPCA and peren-
nially pickets the CSPCA  main shelter,  said he and
three witnesses observed the defective chamber on
August 28,  1993.  

"While a member of the Board of Directors
in 1988-89,"  the CSPCA board replied on September
16,  "Mr. Wolf's tenure was marred by infighting,
intrigue and internal dissent.  His major contribution
seems to have been to create controversy and confu-
sion which sapped creative energy and left a demoral-
ized staff and a legacy of turmoil.  It was during this
same period that the seeds were sown which led to the
serious problems facing the Society today."  

Two months later,  nearly 14 months after
retiring the use of gas for euthanasia in Montreal,  the
CSPCA retired the Laval gas chamber.  Euthanasia at
both facilities is now done using sodium pentopheno-
barbitol when veterinarian Michel Pepin is present,  or
the paralytic drug T-61 when he is not.  Touted as a
humane alternative to gas and decompression circa
1980,  T-61 kills by inducing effects similar to those of
decompression,  and is no longer considered acceptable
by most humane organizations.

––M.C.
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Animal Control & Rescue
The value of publicity was

underscored in Cleveland,  Ohio,
after county humane officer Tony
Brand rescued a pair of starving dogs
from a rooftop on December 11.
Notice of the rescue in the Cleveland
Plain Dealer brought nearly 100 calls
to the Cuyahoga County Kennel from
would-be adopters,  of whom more
than 20 took dogs––five times the
usual adoption rate.  Adoptions also
rose at other local shelters.  

Australia has three mil-
lion domestic cats and 12 million
ferals,  according to the Australian
National Parks and Wildlife Service,
which puts the U.S. feral cat popula-
tion at 44 million.  Australian data
indicates that domestic cats kill an
average of 25 native animals a  year. 

The city council in Reno,
Nevada, has asked its animal control
advisory committee to draft an ordi-
nance mandating the sterilization of
any dog or cat picked up by animal
control,  prior to adoption or return to
the owner.  Reno animal control took
in 16,200 dogs and cats in 1992,
adopting out 2,500,  reuniting 2,700
with owners,  euthanizing 9,500 for
population control,  and euthanizing
1,500 due to severe injuries suffered
(usually from cars) before pickup.

Because Santa Clara
County,  California,  discontinued
animal control service to incorporat-
ed areas last July 1,  the city of San
Jose is forming its own animal con-
trol code and enforcement agency.
Cat licensing is a feature of at least
two regulatory plans getting serious
consideration;  one of them would
require breeding permits as well.    

The Pennsylvania SPCA’s
mobile adoption unit, put on the
road in September 1992,  had placed
1,000 animals by December 1993.  A
new skylighted adoption center,

The Fund for Animals
has withdrawn support for the
California "Feline Fix Bill,"  AB 302,
which it aggressively backed just a
year ago. Mandating that free-roam-
ing cats over the age of four months
be neutered, the bill was near passage
last spring when San Francisco
SPCA president Richard Avanzino
warned that it might be used as a pre-
text to exterminate ferals.  Avanzino
demanded amendments to protect the
ability of  rescuers to set up neuter/
release colonies.  That's when it
became clear that the sponsor of the
bill,  the National Audubon Society,
had wiping out ferals in mind all
along.  Get details from Californians
Against AB 302,  POB 60715,  Palo
Alto,  CA 94306;  415-327-0631.  

P e t s M a r t,  the fastest-
growing firm in the pet supply busi-
ness,  isn’t the only chain to profit by
adopting out shelter animals.
Petstuff,  which started in Baltimore
in September 1992,  now has 26
stores along the east coast,  with three
more soon to open.

Our coverage of rescue
efforts during the fall fires in
Southern California in late October
and early November left out the San
Diego Humane Society,  which took
294 animals out of the fire zones,
and Emergency Animal Rescue,  of
Ramona,  which took in 47 and
helped evacuate Bob Farner’s Wild-
life Rescue Center,  near Escondido.
Their work was described in the
December issue of Animal Press,  a
regional tabloid,  which also reported
that the cat film director Duncan
Gibbons was trying to rescue when
he was burned to death, a Siamese
named Elsa,  is recovering well from
injuries and trauma in an adoptive
home.  Gibbons’ friend Ron Mass,
burned over 75% of his body while

Canadian SPCA retiring deficit,  but not critics

NEW YORK CITY– –The New York Post r e v e a l e d
December 31 that American SPCA chief of law enforcement
Herman Cohen cited the organization on October 24 for cruelty
to animals because a state-of-the-art shelter,  opened in April
1992,  was a "disaster area."  Cohen was subsequently suspend-
ed for undisclosed reasons,  and the cruelty charge,  turned over
to the Manhattan district attorney for prosecution,  was not
made public.  

Inadequate conditions mentioned in Cohen's com-
plaint included insufficient heating,  lack of proper ventilation,
a leaky ceiling,  a cracked floor,  and cages with an inoperable
automatic flushing system.  Repair costs are estimated at
$400,000.  Local activists Elizabeth Forel and Patty Adjamine
described essentially the same defects within days after the $5
million shelter debuted.  The ASPCA has reportedly been hop-
ing to sell or lease the shelter to New York City when it turns
over animal control duties to the city next  November.

The case is to be heard January 25. 

American SPCA busts itself

The ASPCA shelter.  (Photo by Elizabeth Forel)



National Pet Registry

Aces ad

opened last month,  is expected to
further boost adoptions.

While raising funds to
open a conventional shelter, t h e
Humane Society of Cottage Grove,
Oregon,  has begun a supervised
neuter/release program, under Cary
Hayward, DVM. Get details from
POB 61,  Cottage Grove,  OR 97424.
Many humane societies begin by fos-
tering homeless animals,  but Cottage
Grove is only the second that A N I-
MAL PEOPLE is aware of to start
with neuter/release.  The other,  the
Merrimac River Feline Rescue
Society,  of Newburyport,  Mass-
achusetts,  is working to prepare its
first shelter for a public opening.

trying to rescue Gibbons,  Elsa,  and
his own cat,  is still hospitalized.  

Bequests from former
federal narcotics officer O s c a r
Polcuch and golf pro Paul Summers
Jack Jr.,  both of Beaverton,  have
enabled Washington County,
Oregon,  to break ground for a new
animal shelter in nearby Hillsboro.

The National Animal
Control Association Training
Academy will present its Level I
course,  February 28 through March
4, in Columbia,  Missouri.  Tuition
for the 40-hour course,  which carries
academic credit,  is $400.  Get details
from Michael Gillingham,  1-800-
825-6505 or 314-882-6021.
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LISA on the job
GUNG-HO REFORMERS PROVED

THEMSELVES IN CRISIS

phone line,"  Dorson says.  "Out of those
two rooms,  we attempted to function as an
emergency rescue squad.  We mobilized
about a dozen trained volunteers, scattered
across the city,  one or two of whom would
agree to be on call at night.  For six months
the calls poured in,  usually late at night.
We would often go into high crime areas to
rescue a hit dog,  cat or other animal.  Our
volunteers had nothing to work with but
their personal vehicles and rudimentary first
aid kits.  We probably responded in some
way to at least 1,500 calls for assistance."

One call,  which came around 10
p.m.,  concerned a dog "who had been
trapped in a canal for close to a week and
who could not escape,  because the steep
sides of the canal were cement.  The dog
had been struggling to keep his head above
water for days,  and he looked as though he
would not last much longer."  Dell and vol-
unteer Karen Whittington went to the scene
with a policewoman.  The police escort was

the execution of one crack house search
warrant,  Dorson remembers,  "a huge
female Rottweiler lunged at an officer,  who
was forced to shoot her.  Moments later,
eight orphaned puppies were found in a
back room.  Stepping around the hand-
cuffed suspects,  we loaded up the puppies
and brought them home.  After the story
aired on the evening news,  we received
over 300 phone calls from people wanting
to adopt the orphans,  whom we had named
after players with the New Orleans Saints
football team."

Despite the stress and danger,
Dorson reports,  "Only one of our workers
reported an injury during this time."  The
LISA treasury took a beating however,  as
"We spent thousands of dollars providing
these services,  and we were never able to
recover any costs."  

Not that LISA didn't try.  "In
August of 1990,"  Dorson explains,  "we
sued the city to restore funding for animal

five four-foot-square steel cages.  LISA lost
an initial appeal for a permanent injunction
against the abusive conditions,  but attorney
Judith Gardner won a precedent-setting
appeal in May 1993,  and then secured the
long-sought permanent injunction on
October 18,  1993,  when Judge Jules
Edwards found the Police Jury guilty as
charged.

In Louisiana,   when Legislation In
Support of Animals speaks,  judges and reg-
ulatory agencies listen.  The tiny LISA staff
is known for doing quality investiga-
tions––and for performing in the clutch.  

"We faced a crisis in 1990,"
Dorson recounts,  "when the City of New
Orleans cut funding to the Louisiana SPCA,
which carries out animal protection work in
the New Orleans area.  Animal control ser-
vices were suspended.  Prior to this time,
we had been critical of the Louisiana SPCA,
especially in the areas of code enforcement
and emergency services.  In January of

later in 1988,  when LISA was incorporated
in Louisiana.  

"LISA was originally formed to
function as a lobbying group,"  Dorson
explains of the somewhat misleading title.
The group does do some legislative work.
Dorson cites having drafted and secured
passage of "a bill banning bear-wrestling
matches in our state,  and a bill prohibiting
attendance at dogfights.  Both activities are
now misdemeanors under Louisiana law.
We also helped win a resolution to grant stu-
dents in the Louisiana public schools greater
access to alternatives to dissection."

But the legislative success has
come only since the six-month stint as New
Orleans' defacto animal control agency.
Mostly,  LISA works to improve animal
care and control facilities throughout
Louisiana,  and to secure prosecution of ani-
mal abusers.  

Cleaning up pounds

Left:  Dana Dell Dorson
inspects the Cameron
Animal Shelter,  since
closed,  in October 1992.  

Right: Police join Jeff
Dorson (far right) 

in 1989 surprise raid on
Hammond Dog Pound

––one of many LISA
raids to bring overdue 

improvements.



1990,   however,   even the most basic ani-
mal pickup services were suspended as well.

"Almost immediately after the
budget cuts were announced,  our office
began to receive calls from the police and
from local citizens,  seeking assistance with
animal-related problems.  We were a group
in its infancy,  with no savings account,  no
shelter,  and very few active members,
forced to deal with the problems of a city of
half a million people without animal rescue
or control.  We put together a rag-tag team
of volunteers to respond,  and the work was
never-ending."

Many other animal protection
groups have taken over city animal control
services to improve handling and care of
strays,  beginning with the Women's
Humane Society of Philadelphia in 1872.
But rarely if ever before has a non-shelter-
ing group been abruptly asked to fill in for
the sudden loss of an established animal
control provider.

Astute enough to realize LISA had
been handed a unique opportunity as well as
a potentially crushing job,  Dorson and
LISA vice president Dana Dell quickly rose
to the challenge.  

"We had two rooms of our apart-
ment set up as the LISA office,  with one

deemed necessary because the canal was
located in the Desire Housing Project,  con-
sidered,  as Dorson puts it,  "one of the most
dangerous areas in New Orleans,"  if not in
the whole U.S.,  due to heavy drug activity.  

"Dozens of residents came out of
the projects,"  Dorson continues,  "amazed
that these women would come into that
neighborhood to help the dog.  They had to
walk for several blocks through weeds and
mud to reach the terrified dog,  who was
weakly paddling away from the commotion.
The local folks joined in the effort.  Karen
eventually had to go down over the cement
wall,  balancing on a slippery submerged car
to reach the dog.  Dana held onto Karen to
pull her and the dog up,  and she waited
with the dog in the weeds as Karen and the
policewoman walked back to get the police
car.  Dana said she heard numerous gun-
shots ringing out through the project as she
waited.  Luckily,  everyone got home safely,
the dog was given veterinary treatment,  and
was adopted into a good home."

That episode and others like it
earned the respect and cooperation of the
New Orleans police department.  Eventually
LISA representatives were even invited to
accompany police on crack house raids,  in
case guard animals were discovered.  During

control.  Although the suit was dismissed,
it helped to pressure City Hall into restoring
needed funds within a few months.  Around
this time,"  Dorson adds,  in a bit of an
understatement,  "our relationship with the
Louisiana SPCA also began to change.  The
board of directors decided to change their
administration,"  and brought in veteran
shelter administrator Joel Warner after con-
ducting a national talent search.  "Almost
overnight the Louisiana SPCA improved,
and it is now very well managed.  Earlier
this year,  it received our Gold Star Shelter
Award for being one of the best shelters in
the state."

Confirms Warner,  "We give Jeff
Dorson and LISA a lot of credit.  A lot of
credit.  It was pretty much a @ # $ %h o u s e ,
and he stepped in there and showed every-
body what had to be done."

The power of words
Warner comes on like the tough

cop he is––a professional in humane law
enforcement.  Dorson by contrast is a mild-
mannered 35-year-old ex-tennis instructor
and English literature major.  Dell is a 27-
year-old aspiring poet and novelist,  whom
Dorson met in 1989 and married in May
1993.  The key to their success apparently
lies in their knack for using words to orga-
nize information and inspire volunteers
––and in their willingness to lead by exam-
ple,  working 80-90 hours a week for LISA
without salaries.  Neither has been paid
from the $60,000-a-year LISA budget since
1992.  The money comes mainly from
donations by the 800 LISA members.

"To create an income for our-
selves,  we are planning to open a vegan
deli or coffee house within the next few
months,"  Dorson says,  but meanwhile
LISA activities keep both Dorson and Dell
busy fulltime.

Dorson founded LISA in
Minneapolis in 1986,  worked for People
for the Ethical Treatment of Animals in
1987-1988,  and transferred operations to
the opposite end of the Mississippi RiverDana Dell (left) and five fellow members of the LISA rescue team.

"We were not long in operation in
Louisiana,"  Dorson acknowledges,  "when
we began to receive numerous complaints
about serious substandard dog pounds.
There is no statewide agency to monitor
shelters in Louisiana,  and approximately
half of the parishes are without animal con-
trol.  Even in many areas where there is ani-
mal control,  humane laws are often not
enforced,  and citizens often report that law
enforcement officials,  unfamiliar with anti-
cruelty laws,  tell them that nothing can be
done to help animals in distress.  Animal
pounds are often little more than trash
dumps for homeless animals." 

LISA responded by drawing upon
what Dorson sees as the fundamentals of
working for social justice:  demonstrating
the power of individuals to make a differ-
ence through organization,  and creating
institutions equal and opposite to those
responsible for maintaining the status quo.
"We trained ourselves to respond to cruelty
complaints,  filing charges and monitoring
cases through the court system,"  he
explains.  "We also began teaching cruelty
investigation workshops for small groups,
to enable them to carry out similar work."
Most important,  "Since there were no shel-
ter inspectors in Louisiana,  we declared our-
selves the inspectors of these public facili-
ties,  after studying acceptable standards of
shelter operation.  Since then,  we have
inspected over 60 public and private shel-
ters,  improving many facilities and pro-
grams,  and we have been recognized as
experts in this field.  We work with at least
a dozen attorneys who generously donate
legal services to our group,  most notably
Gretchen Pisciotta,  Judith Gardner,  and
Caroline Norton."   It was Pisciotta who
filed the suit against the City of New
Orleans.  

LISA reinforces its shelter inspec-
tion reports by compiling and publicizing
annual lists of the best,  worst,  and most
improved shelters statewide.  The best
receive increasingly prestigious awards.  The
media takes notice,  and so do judges and
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Hunting The November issue of ANIMAL
P E O P L E summarized reports that several
endangered songbirds in California are in
trouble because immigrant cowbirds lay
their eggs in the songbirds' nests.  The fast-
hatching cowbirds destroy the unhatched
songbird eggs.  That theory was sunk,  how-
ever,  at a recent conference on cowbird
ecology held in Austin,  Texas.  Wrote Bob
Holmes in S c i e n c e magazine:  "Cowbirds
feed in open grassy areas but dump many of
their eggs in songbird nests in woodlands.
Thus the cowbirds thrive where open spaces
dot the forest.  New subdivisions and indus-
trial parks create just that kind of environ-
ment,"  while destroying songbird habitat.
There is little evidence that cowbird popula-
tions have grown since 1966,  nor is there
any evidence that they thrive anywhere at
the expense of songbirds.  Said Stephen
Laymon of the Kern River Research Center
in Weldon,  California,  "If preservation of
songbirds was made a national policy with
resources in line with those that go into duck
and deer management,  I think you could see
a real difference."  Killing cowbirds,  confer-

Birds
Closed?!  (Photo by Sue Clark)

Among the 1993 hunting victims
were Pansy Gordon,  55,  of  Alexander,  West
Virginia,  shot by her husband Jule on
November 27 as she drove a deer toward him;
Brandon Smith,  age six,  who was killed in
the family kitchen November 28 when his 12-
year-old brother shot him point-blank while
practicing quickly loading and aiming his sin-
gle-shot rifle,  using Brandon as a target;
Travis Philips,  16,  of Metairie,  Louisiana,
who was hunting squirrels from a flatboat in
the Bogue Chitto National Wildlife Refuge on
November 29 when Daniel Thompson,  23,  of
Bogalusa mistook him for a black hog;  an
unidentified 39-year-old woman in Fayette
County,  Pennsylvania,  on November 29;  an
11-year-old girl in Walton County,  Georgia,
who was shot through the neck in her own
bedroom November 30 when her 14-year-old
brother's rifle caught on his clothing as he tried
to take it off his back;  John Taggard,  54,  of
New City,  New York,  who tripped over his
shotgun December 4;   Jay Barrett, of Spring
Hill,  Florida,  who tripped over his rifle near

Wildlife
Maine  wildlife officials h a v e

confirmed that wounds on the carcass of a
bobcat who was killed in a fight with a much
larger cat may have been made by an eastern
cougar.  The fight was witnessed by hunter
Anthony Fuscaldo.  Officially extinct in
Maine since 1938,  and in the rest of New
England and eastern Canada much earlier,
the eastern cougar was restored to the list of
living species last year when tracks and scat
were found in New Brunswick,  shortly after
a farmer shot one in western Quebec.
Sightings continued throughout the decades
of supposed extinction,  but most turned out
to involve bobcats,  lynxes,  the occasional
extra-large housecat,  and some tame exotic
cats who were released by their keepers after
growing too big to handle safely.

Elephants are in trouble f r o m
habitat loss in Sri Lanka and the Indian
province of West Bengal.  On December 10
the International Wildlife Coalition appealed
for letters on behalf of about 130 elephants
who have been trapped in the Handapangala
area of Sri Lanka by land-clearing operations
of the Pelwatte Sugar Company.  A govern-
mental pledge that the elephants would be
allowed a migration corridor between
Handapangala and Yala Park apparently isn't
being respected.  Letters may be sent to
President D.B. Wijetunga,  Presidential
Secretariat,  Colombo 1,  Sri Lanka.  Bear in
mind that elephants may not be a top priori-
ty,  as parts of Sri Lanka are involved in a
prolonged civil war.  Meanwhile,  on
December 27,  a brush fire drove 50 starving
elephants out of the Jaldapura sanctuary,  90
miles west of Calcutta.  The fire was put out,
but the disoriented elephants had no idea
how to get back home after being stoned
from village to village by both farmers wor-
ried about their crops and thrillseekers,  and
had trampled to death six of their tormentors.
At deadline,  several hundred drummers and
a fleet of trucks were trying to turn them
around before they entered Calcutta proper,

Two hunters were murdered in
northern Florida: Don Hill,  63,  shot in the
back and head at the Osceola National Forest
on November 20,  and Gregory Allen Wood,
35,  shot the same way November 25 near
Camp Blanding.  There are no suspects.

Deer overpopulation continued to
make headlines in Pennsylvania,  Ohio,  and
Indiana even after the end of hunting season,
as special hunts held to thin park herds drew
heavy protest.  The Pennsylvania SPCA issued
a strong critique of state deer management
policies that promote fast propagation.  The
Coalition of Hoosiers Encouraging Ethical
Treatment of Animals drew national TV cov-
erage on December 4,  after 24 members con-
fronted 458 hunters at Brown County State
Park,  near Nashville, Indiana.  CHEETA put
the park deer population at 800;  the Indiana
Department of Natural Resources said it was
1,000 a year earlier,  and had doubled.  The
day-long hunt killed 392 deer,  most of whom
had worn teeth from eating tree bark and were
at least 20% underweight.  In Ohio,  Ritchie

President Bill Clinton (right) spent two hours duck-shooting
December 27 at a canned hunting club on Maryland's
Eastern Shore,  owned by John Teider Jr. of Duckpac,  which
opposes strict wildlife law enforcement at such clubs.  Clinton
hunted––and killed a cage-reared duck––at the invitation of
Rep. Bill Brewster (D-Okla),  a member of the National Rifle
Association board of directors (left).  If Brewster's shotgun
was loaded,  he broke three basic gun safety rules in this
Reuters photo:  carrying a weapon with the muzzle up,  his
hand on the trigger,  while walking behind another hunter.
Had he tripped,  he could have blown Clinton's head off.
Defenders of Wildlife gave Clinton a C- rating the next day
for his record on wildlife issues.  (Write to The White House,
1600 Pennsylvania  Ave. NW,  Washington D.C.  20500.)



public officials.  As early as 1989,  LISA
horse rescues in cases where the Louisiana
SPCA refused to act and a series of raids on
several appalling parish pounds got major
publicity.  Always,  LISA invites police and
public officials to join in inspections.
Always,  the group extensively documents
findings.   Always,  good faith efforts win
public praise––and attempts to hide prob-
lems bring legal battles that cost offending
parishes far more than a clean-up  would.

The Town of Franklinton provides
a case in point.  In 1990,  LISA revealed
severely substandard conditions at two
pounds in Washington Parish.  Management
of the Bogalusa pound was promptly turned
over to a newly formed humane society,
and condit ions were substantially
improved.  Franklinton officials announced
plans to build a new,  improved shelter.  The
existing pound was closed;  LISA volun-
teers evacuated 19 dogs from the three
dilapidated doghouses that comprised the
site,  where the group's inspection report
found "virtually every available space con-
taminated by feces and urine,"  and noted
heaps of skulls and bones from dead dogs.  

Pending completion of the new
Franklinton facility,  impounded animals
were supposed to be boarded and euthanized
if necessary by a local veterinarian.
However,  in July 1993,  LISA received a
citizen's complaint that Franklinton animal
warden Earl Varnado had gunned down
three stray dogs––two of them wearing col-

lars––in front of a number of children,
including a two-year-old girl.  Suspecting
the case wasn't an isolated incident,  LISA
investigated,  discovering that Franklinton
had been cutting costs for at least a year by
having Varnado simply take strays to a
wooded area where he shot them in the
head.  Varnado was paid on a bounty basis:
$5.00 per animal corpse allegedly removed
from  city streets.  Although records indicat-
ed he rarely if ever picked up live animals,
he also got $25 a week for "cleaning and
feeding dogs."  Bruised by local media,
Franklinton signed a Consent Decree agree-
ing to abide by its 1991 pledge a few days
before Pisciotta was to go to court for LISA,
seeking a permanent injunction.

LISA doesn't intend to stop with
shelter reform.  LISA is also building in
other directions with the aid of an experi-
enced board whose members include former
Louisiana American Civil Liberties Union
development director Linda Dell;  former
Jefferson SPCA president Pam Casey;
environmental law student Callie Solano;
physics professor Ira Nirenberg;  and artist
Sherry Branch,  founder of the vegetarian
group Nothin' Dead.  LISA's newly formed
Vegetarian Network recently drew 300 peo-
ple to a first-ever New Orleans Vegetarian
Festival;  the festival is now slated to
become an annual event.  Another LISA
project,  the Southern Animals in Research
Commission,  plans to sue Louisiana State
University,  seeking access to Institutional

Animal Care and Use Committee meetings.
At deadline,  attorney Carolyn Norton was
expected to file the papers any day.

"I am keen to establish pro-animal
institutions from the ground up,"  Dorson
explains of his and LISA's approach.
"Governments and institutions are only
granted the power to rule from the bottom
up.  It is easy to forget that the institutions
that oppress animals are invested with
power from individuals.  These same indi-
viduals can divest them of power and/or
shift the power to another structure."

––Merritt Clifton

LISA:  coming on like gangbusters

Dana Dell Dorson with small friend.
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ees agreed,   won't help songbirds at all.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

director Mollie Beattie says the long
expected downlisting of the American bald
eagle from "endangered" to "threatened" is
likely to come early this year.  As a
Congressional battle over renewing the
Endangered Species Act looms,  "We are
putting a tremendous emphasis on delisting,"
Beattie added––both to show that the ESA
works in enabling species to recover,  and to
reduce points of conflict between species
protection and economic interests.

Jack Ward Thomas, the veteran
U.S. Forest Service biologist who led
President Bill Clinton's advisory team on
spotted owl recovery,  was named chief of
the Forest Service on December 1.  Days
later the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
moved in accordance with Clinton's spotted
owl recovery plan to ease barriers to old
growth logging on private land.  The
USFWS admitted this might cut spotted owl
numbers,  but has admitted undercounting
the owls in older estimates,  and argues that
the owls are starting to move out from the
dwindling old growth to colonize second
growth.  Besides,  said Assistant Interior
Secretary George Frampton,  who formerly
fought old growth logging as president of
the Wilderness Society,  "The vast majority
of suitable owl habitat is on federal land."

Interior Secretary Bruce Babbit
on December 9 announced a deal that will
allow California builders to build high prior-
ity projects on the least essential 5% of the
coastal sage scrub habitat of the endangered
California gnatcatcher,  in exchange for con-
cessions to protect more valuable habitat.

A 10-boat navy deployed to scare
feces-dropping aquatic birds away from
New York City's Kensico reservoir has cut
the resident population from over 3,000
birds to 100 gulls and 10 Canada geese.

still 60 miles away.
Endangered Peary caribou– – t h e

"miniature reindeer" of Santa Claus leg-
end––have increased in number from 4,000
to 8,000 over the past five years due to
favorable weather during calving,  the
Canadian Wildlife Service reported
December 25.

The World Society for the
Protection of Animals on December 20
renewed an appeal for international sanctions
against China and Taiwan for failing to curb
illegal wildlife trafficking.

Conesville,  New York,  on December 4;  Cecil
Crook,  37,  of Lancaster,  Ohio,  who shot
himself December 6 while trying to drag his
shotgun into a tree stand with a fishing line;
Kelvin Davis,  31,  of DuPont,  Ohio,  who was
mistaken for a deer while participating in a
deer drive;  and Gary Bellew,  who on
December 19 took his 9-year-old son to a
canned hunt at the Moffit Ranch,  north of San
Antonio,  Texas.  Showing off,  he tried to feed
and pet an 800-pound antelope––possibly the
target––and was fatally gored.  The son called
police and unsuccessfully applied a tourniquet.

Laymon of Protect Our Earth’s Treasures
scrambled to find out what Robin Rudabaugh
of Hartville plans to do with up to 300 deer he
is capturing at Sharon Woods Metro Park in
northwestern Columbus,  from  a resident herd
of about 850.  Rudabaugh,  who has claimed
he wants to backbreed the deer to recover the
type found by the first European settlers,  is
associated with the Noah’s Ark Preserve, of
Jackson,  Ohio––a roadside zoo that a 1989
USDA inspection found to be in multiple vio-
lation of the Animal Welfare Act.  Rudabaugh
expects losses in relocation of up to 25%.



Dog-related crime 
Police officer Bill Grijalva,  41,  was fatally shot-

gunned by pit bull terrier owner Luke Grinage,  21, o n
December 15 in Oakland,  California.  Grinage and his father
Rafael were also killed in the ensuing shootout with other
officers.  It was uncertain whether Rafael Grinage,  who was
confined to a wheelchair,  was killed by his son or by police.
Grijalva was attempting to collect Luke Grinage's pit bull for
a 10-day quarantine.  The pit bull had bitten at least three peo-
ple,  and lacked current rabies vaccination.  Two animal con-
trol officers had been rousted from the property the day
before.  Grijalva was married,  with two children, and was
close to retirement after 19 years on the beat.

Kevin Lahey,  age 3,  of Townshend,  Vermont,
was killed by a wolf hybrid on December 12 while playing
with another boy outside a daycare center.  The hybrid,  who
was reputedly 75% wolf,  bore nine pups 10 days earlier.
Owned and bred by Ozzie Clark,  a neighbor of the daycare
center,  she was a daughter of a wolf hybrid who severely
injured a four-year-old boy in East Jamaica,  Vermont,  two
months earlier. The hybrid and her litter were destroyed by
animal control officers.

Joey Jacobs,  age 9,  of Chester Township,  Ohio,
lost both ears and was mauled beyond recognition o n
December 30,  but survived despite near-fatal blood loss,
after he tried to calm a 120-pound Rottweiler wearing a
shock-collar who ran across a buried electric fence to attack
brothers Jason and Justin Mitskavich,  ages 9 and 6.  The
three boys were playing in the back yard of the dog's owner,
Ursula Baroni,  who was also the Mitskavich boys' babysitter.
Jacobs said he attempted to pet the dog because although he
was menacing the other boys,  his tail was wagging.  Baroni
initially dismissed the Mitskavich boys' account of the attack,
believing the Rottweiler wouldn't cross the buried fence,  but
found Jacobs on her second trip outside to investigate.
Animal control officers consulted by ANIMAL PEOPLE are
unanimous in advising that buried electric fences will not
contain either an aggressive dog or any dog who really wants
to wander.

David Mack Flinn,  of Hugo,  Oklahoma, com-
plained to the Choctaw County Sheriff's Department on
Friday,  December 17,  about a dog belonging to his neigh-
bors,  Luke and Mary Sheehan;  then bought an assault rifle
by lying about his extensive criminal record,  killed Luke and
Mary Sheehan,  each 52,  who may or may not have owned
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"The Animal Liberation Front planted nine incen-
diary devices in four Chicago department stores which sell
fur," media were told in a November 28 fax communique.
"The incendiaries were designed to start a small fire which
would in turn set off the stores' sprinkler systems and cause
water damage.  This action signals the start of a new,  more
intense campaign of economic sabotage."  Five of the fire-
bombs went off November 28 and 29,  doing minor damage at
Marshall Field,  Carson and Saks.  Three more were removed
by police and FBI agents.  The ninth apparently never turned
up.  Copies of a British ALF manual describing how to make
firebombs arrived in the mailboxes of numerous animal protec-
tion groups during the next few days,  postmarked Palatine,
Illinois––a Chicago suburb.  The incident gave furriers a con-
siderable volume of media time in which to denounce the anti-
fur movement generally.  (See editorial,  page 2.)

Jacques Cousteau,  83,  and the Cousteau Society
on December 24 sued Clover-Stornetta Farms of Sonoma
County,  California,  an advertising agency,  and Marine World
for their involvement in mounting a billboard that caricatures
the diver as "Jacques Cowsteau."  Cousteau is seeking $1.2 mil-
lion in damages,  claiming the billboard wrongfully implied his
endorsement of Clover-Stornetta milk and Marine World.

Tyson Foods Inc. on November 26 sued Capital
Cities/American Broadcasting Co. and the producers of the
news program 20/20,  seeking to prevent the program from air-
ing any video of poultry slaughter that may be taken by USDA
poultry inspectors using hidden cameras.  Tyson claims such
videos may reveal trade secrets.

Garo Alexanian,  founder of the Companion
Animal Network, was convicted November 3 in Queens
Criminal Court of harassment of a peace officer,  obstructing
governmental administration,  and disorderly conduct,  in con-
nection with his attempted intervention in an American SPCA
animal control pickup in Queens,  New York,  during March
1992.  Alexanian,  a strident critic of the ASPCA,  had sued the
ASPCA for false arrest,  seeking $20 million in damages.

U.S. District Senior Judge Malcolm Muir o n
November 30 dismissed a long-pending $10 million class action
lawsuit against the organizers of the annual Labor Day pigeon
shoot in Hegins,  Pennsylvania,  filed by activist James Harman
on behalf of all Hegins property owners and "all life forms any-
where."  Muir ruled that Harman lacked standing to sue because
he couldn't prove he really represented the purported plaintiffs. 

COURT CALENDAR
Activism

Foiled when a crew from the Shedd Aquarium in
Chicago caught three Pacific whitesided dolphins o n
November 27,  protesters who hoped to disrupt the capture
effort instead spent the next month keeping the dolphins' hold-
ing pen at the Kettenburg Marine wharf in San Diego under
around-the-clock surveillance.  Steve Hindi of the Chicago
Animal Rights Coalition took video that he claimed shows dol-
phins swimming "in a bathtub ring of their own excrement,"
which a Shedd spokesperson claimed was salt added to the
water to simulate the chemistry of the ocean.  The video also
showed "frenzied Shedd officials erecting a barrier to obscure
the traumatized dolphins from view,"  Hindi said,  and enabled
members of the Whale Rescue Team to identify "a steady
stream of visitors,"  including Tim Hauser,  who reputedly cap-
tures marine mammals for many aquariums,  and a number of
Navy personnel,  whose presence was unexplained.  The Navy
has applied,  however,  to do underwater weapons testing in one
area where the dolphins might have been caught,  the Outer-Sea
Test Range.  Designated in 1946,  the range lies seaward of the
Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary.  The proposed test-
ing will involve "incidental" deaths and injuries to any marine
mammals who happen to be near test explosions,  and is
opposed by many of the same groups that opposed the dolphin
captures,  as well as the usually conservative National Audubon
Society.  As Christmas approached,  the Shedd team was hold-
ing daily "desensitizing drills,"  preparing the dolphins for trans-
port by raising and lowering them in a cargo sling.

Sea life
––Willy leaps over the rocks to freedom,  by Wolf Clifton



The Canadian public learned about one of the
most gruesome serial murder cases in the nation's history
in early December,  after Canada Customs tried to enforce a
judicial ban on pretrial publicity by barring the import of
U.S. publications that included articles about it––bringing
heavy U.S. media attention that spilled over the border.
While details remain under wraps,  the case is also believed
to have involved extensive animal abuse.   Toronto accoun-
tant Paul Bernardo,  29,  faces trial on an unspecified date for
multiple rapes dating back to 1982 and the murders of Leslie
Mahaffy,  14,  and Kristen French,  15.  His wife,  veterinary
assistant Karla Homolka,  23,  drew 12 years in prison with
parole eligibility in four years last July for her part in using
veterinary surgical tools to hobble the girls.  She is believed
to be the lead witness against Bernardo,   whom she left due
to alleged abuse.  Bernardo and Homolka both allegedly
raped,  tortured,  and videotaped Mahaffy's suffering for two
days before she was strangled and dismembered on the eve
of their lavish 1991 wedding.  They then showed the videos
to French,  who died after 13 days of rape and torture.  Both
Bernardo and Homolka may be further charged with killing
Tammy Homolka,  14,  Homolka's sister,  whom she
drugged with an animal tranquilizer and gave to Bernardo as
a Christmas present on December 23,  1990.  The sister
choked to death on her own vomit as the defendants took
turns raping her and videotaping their acts.

Cocaine king and international animal traffick-
er Pablo Escobar, 44,  was killed in a shootout with police
December 2 in Medallin,  Colombia,  his home town.  He
left behind a 7,000-acre estate stocked with giraffes,  camels,
bison,  llamas,  a  kangaroo,  and a collection of rare parrots.

Darvin Ray Peachey, 23,  pleaded guilty
December 15 in Williamsport,  Pennsylvania,  to burning
eight Amish barns in 1992,  killing 181 animals.  Peachey's
father was convicted of a similar arson in 1965.

Nations that formerly belonged to the USSR are
selling captive dolphins for hard cash, the World Society for
the Protection of Animals charged on December 17.  "This trade
has resulted in at least 50 deaths,"  a WSPA release said,  as
dolphins are sent to exhibitors as far away as Vietnam with few
questions asked about holding conditions or the expertise of the
keepers.  WSPA is supporting efforts by Ric O'Barry of the
Dolphin Project to rehabilitate for release six former Soviet dol-
phins who ended up at a bankrupt amusement park in Tel Aviv,
Israel,  and another who is the sole survivor of 11 who were
sent to Argentina.  O'Barry and WSPA are running into resis-
tance,  as the Israeli Nature Reserves Authority wants to return
three dolphins to Russia and transfer the rest to another Tel
Aviv amusement park,  while the Argentine government has not
yet committed itself to any action on their dolphin.

Three dolphins who spent the summer and fall in an
inland bay just past the narrow mouth of the Shrewsbury River
along the New Jersey Coast apparently drowned when the water
froze during the last week of December,  despite a four-day
attempt by four state Marine Police boats and a Coast Guard
vessel to clear them a path to safety.  Mammal Stranding Center
executive director Bob Schoelkopf had warned public officials
for months that the dolphins should have been herded out of the
river mouth before the annual freeze.  While dolphins do well in
cold water,  they drown when ice cuts off their access to air.

Lobster exports from Canada––amounting to 75%
of the catch––are reportedly down 30% this winter.
Canadian Atlantic Lobster Promotion Association spokesperson
Alan Baker blames poor handling of live lobsters for quality
control problems that have depressed the European and
Japanese markets.  Mortality in overcrowded shipping contain-
ers runs around 25% and can go to 100% as many of the lob-
sters become "logs."  Explained Baker to Derrick Toth of
Canadian Press,  "A log is a lobster with no legs left because of
the overcrowded conditions.  Between chewing at one another
and just the abrasiveness of the crate,  the legs wear off."

According to the Anchorage Daily News,  fishing
vessels in Alaska's Bering Sea threw 253,500 tons of fish of
nontarget species overboard in 1992, amounting to one
pound of fish for every eight pounds netted,  including 61% of
the rocksole catch,  38% of the yellowfin sole catch,  36% of
the Pacific cod catch,  and 20 million crabs.  

Confirming Sea Shepherd Conservation Society
founder Paul Watson's predictions of  last summer, when he
warned that the Atlantic Canada cod fishery was in serious dan-
ger because of foreign dragnetters,  Canada on December 20
renewed an ongoing suspension of cod fishing in all but the
western edge of the Scotian shelf and the Georges Bank off
Nova Scotia.

the dog in question,  and then committed suicide.
After an hour-long debate on December 2, the

New Jersey state assembly put off a vote on whether to par-
don Taro,  a five-year-old Akita who injured a 10-year-old
girl at Christmas 1990.  Because Tara had already killed a
neighbor’s dog and severely injured two others,  she was con-
demned to euthanasia under New Jersey’s vicious dog law.
Her owners,  Lonnie and Sandy Lehrer,  of Haworth,  have
spent $30,000 in legal fees trying to overturn the death order.
The cost to taxpayers to hold Tara exceeds $18,000.

Anti-gay neighbors trying to roust a women's
r e t r e a t called Camp Sister Spirit from Ovett,  Mississippi,
made N e w s w e e k's December 20 issue by gut-shooting a
female dog and shoving her into the retreat mailbox.

Former Class B animal dealer Gladys Davis and
Holco Inc., both of West Fork,  Arkansas,  have been barred
from selling animals for five years and fined $5,000 for a string
of Animal Welfare Act violations filed in connection with
alleged pet theft.

The first-ever trial in France of a dog dealer for
allegedly stealing animals and selling them to laboratories
ended in early December with the convictions of all defendants.
The ringleader drew six months in jail.  Ninety-seven dead dogs
were found on his property.

Attorney Shawn Thomas of Springfield,  Ohio, on
December 22 advised Ohio attorney general Lee Fisher than the
Summit County dog pound is illegally selling dogs to biomed-
ical research laboratories for ten times the price set by law.
Summit County dog warden Glen James claims his facility is
exempt from the law due to a fluke in the incorporation of the
county.  The matter is likely to be resolved in court.  If the
pound is obliged to charge only the legally mandated price,  the
sales will not be profitable.

The Mohawk and Hudson River Humane Society
in Menands,  New York, agreed in late November to abide by
state law in holding dogs for at least five days before euthana-
sia,  and has agreed to extend the same protection to cats,
according to Albany attorney Sam Rosenberg,  president of
Animal Rights Litigation Inc. of Schenectady.  Rosenberg won
an injunction against early euthanasias in September,  after ken-
nel manager Wayne Tufts said in a sworn deposition that the
humane society was handling strays brought in by citizens as
owned pets brought in specifically for euthanasia.

Superior Court judge Kevin Booth of New Haven,
Connecticut, ruled November 8 that the Connecticut Cat
Society had proven a proprietary interest in two cats belonging
to a neuter/release colony the society maintained for nearly 20
years in the foundation of a local store.  The store hired a trap-
per to evict the colony after a recent change of management.
The CCS removed nine cats themselves before they were barred
from the property. The trapper then caught and killed five cats.
Booth's verdict allowed the CCS to remove the remainder.

The Quarry Valley Farm petting zoo in Bucks
County,  Pennsylvania,  went out of business December 1,  after
failing to meet USDA exhibition permit requirements for the
second time in less than a year.

Police in Rochester,  New Hampshire, c h a r g e d
Christopher Rockett,  19,  with criminal mischief on November
23 for killing more than 3,000 fish,  reptiles,  and rodents on the
night of September 29 after breaking into a local pet store.
Rockett was not charged with cruelty,  according to Peter
Saunders of the New Hampshire SPCA,  because the mischief
charge carries a heavier penalty:  property damage in excess of
$20,000 is a Class A felony,  punishable by  life imprisonment.  
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Elephant trainers Robert
“Smokey” Jones,  Scott Riddle,  and Heidi
Riddle raised eyebrows on December 22 by
announcing “A hands-on course in the humane
training and handling of captive elephants,”  to
be taught at Riddle’s Elephant Breeding Farm
and Wildlife Sanctuary near Greenbriar,
Arkansas.  A string of unusual elephant deaths
under Scott Riddle's supervision over the past
15 years have brought repeated allegations of
mishandling,  including two deaths resulting
from conflicts between elephants at the Los
Angeles Zoo in the early 1980s and one
ascribed to a stress-induced heart attack in
1986 at the Garden City Zoo in Garden City,
Kansas.  Zoo officials in the latter case asked
the Kansas state police and the USDA to inves-
tigate the possibility that the heart attack was
brought on by an overdose of electric shock,  as
at age 23 the elephant was still young,  and had
been believed to be healthy.    Riddle was
attempting to buy her for transport to a breed-
ing colony he wanted to start in Florida..  He
founded his present facility in 1989,  after the
Florida venture fell through.  Despite the years
of rumor and innuendo,  Riddle has never been
charged with any violation of USDA rules in
connection with the deaths.

The Florida legislature is to decide
in March what to do about the 200 to 300
feral rhesus monkeys who live on islands in
the Silver River,  near the town of Silver
Springs,  where their ancestors were released to
become a tourist attraction in 1938.  Some of
the monkeys carry the simian herpes B virus,
which is related to the AIDS virus and is trans-
missible to humans.

Three new health studies rein-
force the arguments for vegetarianism
––especially for men who hope to remain
sexually active after the age of 40.  A study
of Hawaiians of Japanese ancestry whose diet
consists mainly of tofu and rice,  published in
the November edition of the British medical
journal The Lancet, suggested that tofu may
contain an ingredient that combats prostate
cancer.  The study confirmed the findings of
an earlier study of U.S. Seventh Day
Adventists (more than half of whom are ethi-
cal vegetarians),  which found that men who
eat a lot of legumes and fruits have a conspic-
uously low death rate from prostate cancer.
Prostate trouble is a leading cause of sexual
impotence––and the January 1994 issue of
The Journal of Urology includes the results of
the largest study of impotence ever.  High
cholesterol consumption,  heart disease,  and
high blood pressure were confirmed as factors
frequently correlating with impotence;  all are
closely associated with meat-eating.
Meanwhile,  the December 8 edition of the
Journal of the American Medical Association
published a study confirming the correlation
between low fruit and vegetable consumption
and high risk of heart disease and stroke.

PERFORMING
WILDLIFE

Burger King is expanding market
testing of Grillers, a meatless burger made
by Worthington Foods,  from four restaurants
in upstate New York to 38 locations around
the U.S.   The most widely distributed meat-
less burgers at present,  Grillers are also sold
in supermarkets under the Morningstar Farms
label––where they’ll soon have competition
from a new meatless burger to be marketed by
the Green Giant division of Pillsbury.
Fairmont Foods is meanwhile expanding the
range of meatless vegetarian entrees available
in the upper midwest,  as maker of a new line,
Linda McCartney’s Foods From the Heart.
McCartney entered the increasingly competi-
tive vegetarian marketplace with a cookbook
in 1989,  then introduced a similar line of veg-
etarian entrees in England called Linda
McCartney’s Frozen Food Range.

More than a year after three chil-
dren died from E. coli bacterial infections
contracted by eating contaminated hamburg-
ers,  while more than 600 people fell ill,
Agriculture Secretary Mike Espy is still strug-
gling to force the meat industry to add simple
safe cooking instructions to meat packaging.
His first attempt was overturned on October
14 by Federal Court judge James Nowlin,  of
Austin,  Texas,  who ruled  that unlabeled
meat is not a significant health threat and that
the E. coli outbreak was an isolated incident
unique to the Pacific Northwest.  Less than a
week later,  two three-year-old Texas boys
died of an E. coli outbreak.   Revised cooking
instructions are now scheduled to be required
by April 15,   but the meat industry is expect-
ed to fight them in court too.

The United Coalition of Animal
Rights Volunteers is asking animal protec-
tion groups to endorse "Six Humane
Treatment Rules" for the annual Iditarod
dog sled race from Anchorage to Nome pro-
posed by UCARV founder John Suter, who ran
poodle teams in the Iditarod until they were
barred in 1992,  following incidents that caused
death or injury to poodles in three consecutive
years.  Suter's proposed "humane rules" include
an "Equal Run/Equal Rest" rule that would
penalize racers who drive their dogs at a slower
pace by obliging them to take longer breaks,
and a "Drop a Dog,  Rest the Team" rule that
would penalize drivers who leave injured dogs
at checkpoints rather than forcing them to con-
tinue in harness.  Despite the likelihood that
Suter's rules would cause more harm to dogs
rather than less,  they are already backed by the
International Fund for Animal Welfare.

1986 Yukon Quest winner Bruce
J o h n s o n,  48,  of Tagish,  British Columbia,
died November 23 along with his six-dog team
when they fell through thin ice near Carcross,
the Yukon.

Norman Vaughan,  87,  on Nov-
ember 30 abandoned his effort to become the
last person to drive a dog sled to the South
P o l e when his support plane crashed.  There
were no injuries;  the dogs were returned home
to Anchorage,  Alaska.  Vaughan,  who was part
of the first dog sled trip to the pole in 1928,  had
hoped to get a return visit in before an interna-
tional ban on dogs in the Antarctic took effect
January 1.  The ban was imposed to protect
marine mammals from the canine distemper
virus,  which may be transmitted via feces.

Despite a warning from senior radi-
ation biologist Dr. Joseph Hamilton that the
experiments had "a little of the Buchenwald
t o u c h , " the Atomic Energy Commission con-
ducted extensive radiation research on unwitting
human subjects from the mid-1940s into the

Diet & Health

Biomedical research  
one experiment,  19 mentally retarded teenaged
boys at a state school in Fernald,  Mass-
achusetts,  were given radioactive milk with
their breakfast cereal from 1946 until 1956. In
another, 18 indigent hospital patients in
Rochester,  New York,  were injected with plu-

Real men don't eat meat 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
announced December 20 that it has indefi-

Dog sledding

Zoos



nitely ended consideration of requests to
import giant pandas.  The verdict came six
months after Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt
vetoed the San Diego Zoo's attempt to import
two pandas in exchange for a grant of $1 mil-
lion to loosely monitored "panda conservation"
projects in China,  which in the past have
included such activities as building a hydro-
electric dam.

Under orders from Agriculture
Canada,  the Parc Safari Zoo at Heming-
ford,  Quebec,  slaughtered another 447 ani-
mals on December 10,  bringing the toll to 663
since lesions symptomatic of bovine tubercu-
losis were discovered in an eland in May 1993.
Only 168 animals remain at the zoo,  all of
them members of species considered threat-
ened or endangered in the wild,  including
lions,  tigers,  elephants,  black and brown
bears,  chimpanzees,  Arctic wolves,  addaxes,
Japanese macaques,  an extremely rare white
rhinoceros,  and a stud giraffe named Big
Daddy who has sired about 80% of all the
giraffes in North America.  Parc Safari is now
under quarantine,  meaning no more animals
can be brought in until all those now there are
dead.  At deadline, the Parc Safari owners
were seeking an order from Agriculture
Canada to slaughter the rest of the animals,  so
that they could rebuild the exhibits before the
tourist season begins in mid-May––and hoping
to get it before January 1,  after which federal
compensation for each animal slaughtered will
be limited to $2,000,  a fraction of the pur-
chase price of many of the scarcer species.

The World Society for the
Protection of Animals is continuing relief
efforts on behalf of the Yerevan Zoo in
Armenia and the Tbilisi Zoo in Georgia
through the winter. More than half the
menagerie at each zoo starved before WSPA
became involved,  as poorly staff appropriated
funds and food to themselves.  Georgian presi-
dent Eduard Shevardnadze has formed a par-
liamentary commission to review the situation. 

FUR
Encouraged by the reopening of

Bloomingdale's Maximilian fur salon i n
New York on November 29,  the fur trade
still claims sales are up after a five-year
slump,  projecting 1993 retail receipts of
$1.2 billion––but once again hard numbers
tell a different story.  As of Christmas,
advertised retail fur prices were still plung-
ing to new lows in inflation-adjusted dollars.
Mink coats,  furs priced at $5,000 or more,
and the overall average fur price were all
down 25% from the previous record lows
reached in 1992,  The total volume of fur
advertising was down 17%,  despite promi-
nent early fall cooperative promotional
efforts.  Further indications of falling
demand include the 1993 mink and fox pro-
duction figures published in Fur Age
W e e k l y,  which showed U.S. mink produc-
tion at two million,  down 60% from the
1985 peak;  world mink production at 19
million,  less than half of the 1988 peak of
42 million;  U.S. fox production at 30,000,
down from 70,000 in 1988;  and world fox
production at 2.6 million,  down from 5.85
million in 1986.  Available data on U.S.
trapping permit sales indicate there are only
97,500 licensed trappers still active,  down
from 147,000 in 1992 and 330,000 in 1988.

The Bloomingdale's fur salon
reopening coincided with a going-out-of-
business sale by another prominent
Manhattan furrier,  B. Smith Furs,  ostensi-
bly due to retirement.

Doris Duke,  whose obituary
appeared in the December ANIMAL
PEOPLE,  donated $1 million to People for
the Ethical Treatment of Animals just before
her death,  to be used in fighting the fur
trade.  PETA president Ingrid Newkirk flew
to Paris soon afterward,  where she was
reportedly arrested December 8along with
six other PETA members in a brief protest at
the French office of Vogue,  which publishes
pro-fur fashion articles.

Horses
New York City entered 1994

with no regulations protecting carriage
horses, after outgoing mayor David
Dinkins vetoed a bill on December 29 that
would have amended the 1989 Carriage
Horse Protection Act to allow horsedrawn
carriages to operate in city traffic except
during the rush hours,  when they will be
restricted to Central Park,  and to extend
the workday for carriage horses from eight
hours to nine.  Carriages had been restrict-
ed to Central Park all day and barred from
operating during rush hours.   Introduced
by councillor Noach Dear,  the bill was
approved by the New York City Council on
December 21,  29-17,  which was consid-
ered a close vote.  The Carriage Horse
Action Committee had sought reauthoriza-
tion of the 1989 act,  supported by the the-
atre industry and other groups concerned
that the carriages discourage business by
slowing down traffic,  plus a faction that
claims the carriage horse trade is a “green
card factory” for Irish immigrants,  who
dominate the workforce of drivers and
grooms.  There are now 396 licensed car-
riage drivers,  up from 266 in 1991,  but
there are only 140 horses and 68 carriages
actually out on the job.  The CHAC,  head-
ed by Peggy Parker,  may now seek a total
ban on horsedrawn vehicles in Manhattan.

Dances With Wolves a u t h o r
Michael Blake is maintaining billboards in
Denver,  Los Angeles,  Reno,  and Tucson
to protest ongoing Bureau of Land
Management horse removals from the
range.  The BLM contends there are still
45,000 wild horses at large in eight western
states;  Blake,  who financed a private aeri-
al survey of the Nevada wild horse popula-
tion last year,  claims the official estimate
is at least two times too high.

Twenty-nine horses worth $2
m i l l i o n , including racehorses,  riding
ponies,  and brood mares,  died in a
December 28 barnfire at Manorville,  Long
Island.  Barnfires are the leading cause of
preventable accidental death of  livestock.

tonium.  Some suffered prolonged disabilities as
a result.  Seven newborn boys,  six of them
Afro-American,  were injected with radioactive
iron in Memphis,  Tennessee,  during 1953-
1954.  That was a small experiment compared
to one involving 253 newborns in Arkansas,
Iowa,  Michigan,  Nebraska,  and Tennessee,
who were injected with weakly radioactive
iodine 131.  In Oregon and Washington,
researchers heavily irradiated the testicles of
100 healthy prison inmates as recently as 20
years ago.  There were more than 800 such
experiments in all.  To expedite the declassifica-
tion process,  O'Leary has doubled the staff
assigned to the work.  People who believe they
may have been part of the experiments may call
a  special hotline:  800-493-2998.

The Department of Justice notified
U.S. Dictrict Judge Claude Richey o n
November 22 that on behalf of the USDA and
other federal agencies it intends to appeal
Richey's ruling of February 25,  1993 that the
current USDA regulations on dog and primate
care in research facilities are so lenient as to
violate the intentions of Congress when it
passed the Improved Standards for Laboratory
Animals Act of 1985.  The appeal will mean a
delay of at least another year before the regula-
tions can be brought up to standard.

The University of Pennsylvania
Medical School has created a chair for the
study of bioethics,  under Arthur Caplan,  who
previously directed the Center for Biomedical
Ethics at the University of Minnesota,  and
reputedly takes little interest in animal issues.
About half of the 120 U.S. medical schools now
have bioethics curriculums.

The Institute of Laboratory Animal
Resources, a branch of the National Research
Council,  will be holding hearings February 2 in
San Francisco and February 4 in St. Louis on
proposed revisions to the federal Guide for the
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.  Get
details from Thomas Wolfle,  DVM, c/o NRC,
telephone 202-334-2590 or fax 202-334-1687.

THE CIVIL ABOLITIONIST
explains how animal experiments
hurt rather than help humans.
For sample copy,  send SASE to
Box 26,  Swain,  NY  14884.

early 1970s,  according to newly declassified
documents released in December by Energy
Secretary Hazel O'Leary,  who battled her own
bureaucracy for nearly a year to obtain them.  In

Watertown,  New York,  has a
new humane natural habitat zoo.  Many
thanks to all who helped.  For cards and
material on needed federal zoo and cir-
cus law, contact POB 428,  Watertown,
NY 13601-0428.  Specifiy number.

––ADVERTISEMENT––
––ADVERTISEMENT––
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New books
for dog-lovers

Curing Your Dog’s Bad Habits:  Tr e a t i n g
Behavioral Problems,  by Danny Wi l s o n .
Sterling Publishing Co.,  Inc.  (387 Park Ave. South,
New York,  NY  10016-8810),  1994.  108 pages,
$9.95,  paperback.

Dog trainer Danny Wilson’s advice about dealing
with difficult dogs should be self-evident to any observer
of canine behavior.  Yet astonishingly many people,  even
purported dog-lovers,  substitute a rolled-up newspaper for
good sense when it comes to enforcing canine discipline.
This isn't hard to understand,  as proper dog-training takes
at least 20 minutes a day,  which many busy people just
don’t have.  It is to be understood that dog-training time,  a
concerted period devoted wholly to the dog,  is not to be
confused with time spent in the company of both dog and
family,  or jogging with the dog,  or walking the dog.  Any
of these occasions may be adapted into a dog-training ses-
sion,  but only if there is a daily opportunity for reinforce-
ment.  Most dog keepers,  myself included,  settle for a dog
who is housebroken,  responds to the word “No,”  and is
eager enough to please that she instinctively avoids most
displeasing behavior,  while faithfully protecting home and
family.  That’s adequate,  until and unless the dog develops
a bad habit.  Then you’ll need Wilson’s help,  especially
his illustrative case histories.  His book is clear,  simple,
and succinct,  exactly what busy people need to help them
cope with their often under-occupied dogs.

M a y a ’s First Rose,  by Martin Scot Kosins.
Villard Books (201 East 50th St.,  New York,  NY
10022),  1994.  113 pages,  $14.95,  paperback.

Anyone who has ever nursed a beloved pet
through a terminal illness can identify with much of Martin
Scot Kosins’ memoir of his dog Maya,  who died in
1988––and it’s tempting to cheer for the underdog,  too,  as
Maya’s First Rose gained a major publishing house impri-
mateur only after finding an audience the hard way,  as a

Martin Scot Kosins.  (Photo by Tom Nathan.)

100% - do not rescreen!

Kids’ Best Dog Book,  by Michael J. Rosen.
Workman Publishing Co. (708 Broadway,  New York,
NY  10003),  1993.  128 pages,  paperback.

Kids’ Best Dog Book presents a wealth of practi-
cal detail about everything a child might want to know
about dogs,  with emphasis upon grooming and play.  In
particular,  author Michael Rosen encourages children to
combine play with training,  which seems to come natural-
ly to children anyway:  our son Wolf was working out
stunts with our husky-mix Zooky almost as soon as he
could walk.  There is so much of value in Kids’ Best Dog

Written and Illustrated
by Lewis G. Nierman

A Heartwarming and
Factual Story of Kindness,

Love and Courage that
Gives the Young Reader a
Preview of the World the

Way it Can Be.
Kindness Publications,  Inc.
1859 N. Pine Island Rd. #135
Plantation,  Florida  33322

Factual
"Lefty's Place" is based upon the story of an

actual wild animal.  He was born,  injured,  saved,
raised and now lives a happy life in Florida.  The
illustrations,  which incorporate real photographs
uniquely combined with original artwork,  lend great



believability and add impact to the book's messages.

Entertaining
Children wil l  experience the deepest

thoughts and feelings of Rebecca as she meets the
challenges of Lefty's injury with her kindness.  Her
very human feelings are shared in a moving and ten-
derf way.  The story,  from beginning to end,  is a real
life journey that asks and answers many honest
questions,  and one to which the reader can easily
relate.

Informative
"Lefty's Place" brings children face to face

with a loving,  gentle creature generally considered
wild and unapproachable.  By learning the many
ways animals and people are alike,  children will care
more about the lives and welfare of other species.
The story shows how each of us feels fear,  pain,  joy
and sorrow.  We all fight to preserve our lives,  raise
our families and find happiness.  Most importantly,
animals and people are capable of finding inner
strength when faced with hardships.

Inspiring
The reader is taken into a real world with

real experiences as seen through the eyes of another
child.  Decisions must be made,  challenges met,
disappointments accepted and successes enjoyed.
The story is a microscopic lesson in coping with what
the future has in store for each child.

PHONE ORDERS: (305) 423-9323

FAX ORDERS: (305) 476-5677

ORDERING: #_________ copies @ $18.95 each.
Please include $1.50 packing and shipping for first book.
Add only 50¢ for each additional book.
(Surface mail may take 3-4 weeks.)
(Airmail $2.90 per book.)

SALES  TAX:  Please add 6% sales tax for books shipped
to Florida addresses.

PAYMENT:    Check enclosed ___   Money Order ___

Volume discount rates available to all.
Dealer and organizational inquiries also welcome.

"Lefty's Place"
A Very Special New Book

32 pages hard cover

self-publication.  However,  Kosins’ mourning crosses the
lines from grief to obsession to conceit.  He needs a new
dog,  a life,  and an editor:  no paragraph in this volume is
over one sentence long,  and some of those sentences are so
cloying they’d make an author of greeting cards gag.

Book that mentioning a handful of omissions and errors in
a brief review may give the wrong idea.

The most noteworthy omission is the lack of
advice on what a child should do when bitten,  as most
children are at least once,  no matter how well they treat
dogs.  As Wolf has already learned somehow through
horseplay,  a dog’s teeth are meant for tearing.  Most dog-
bite damage occurs as the victim jerks one way,  the dog
jerks the other,  and the dog’s curved teeth cut ever deeper
into flesh.  Wolf,  on the other hand,  pushes his bitten
limb straight back,  deeper into the dog’s mouth––and the
dog has no choice but to let go.  Of course Wolf hasn’t yet
come up against a dog who really intended to maim him
(and we hope he never will.)  But I have,  both before and
after Guy Hodge of the Humane Society of the U.S. taught
me the technique of pushing against a bite instead of
pulling away.  It  works! 

Rosen’s errors come mainly in brief “Fido
Facts,”  included as sidebars.  The worst:  "Sixty percent of
all dogs who live past the age of 17 are mutts."  No source
for this statistic is offered,  but since up to 75% of all dogs
are mutts,  it could be taken to mean that mutts are less
healthy than purebreds,  the opposite of the message Rosen
means to convey.  In fact,  virtually all dogs who live past
the age of 17 are small,  and both poodles and mutts with
poodle genes have a better chance of living that long than
any big dog.

With those provisos,  get Kids’ Best Dog Book
for your dog-crazy child.  It'll be read to tatters.

Kids’ Best Field Guide to Neighborh o o d
D o g s,   by Michael J. Rosen.  W o r k m a n
Publishing Co. (address above),  1993.  57 pages,
paperback.

A paperback edition of the breed charts found on
the walls of every veterinarian’s office and most animal
shelters,  Kids’ Best Field Guide to Neighborhood Dogs
encourages children to record sightings of 75 of the most
common of the 135 American Kennel Club-recognized
breeds,  just as bird-watchers record bird sightings.  Once
again Rosen includes some  dubious statistics,  e.g.
“Humane Society experts say that 60% of the dogs brought
to shelters are shepherd mixes,  meaning one of the dog’s
parents was probably a purebred or mixed-breed German
Shepherd.”  What experts,  where?  Our own voluminous
files suggest that whoever it was took the highest verifiable
number and doubled it.

––M.C.

LEFTY DUCKS AND
CHICKENS OF THE

WORLD UNITE!
Lefty's Place,  by Lewis G. Nierman. Kindness
Publications (1859 N. Pine Island Rd.,  #135,  Plantation,
FL  33322),  1993.  32 pages,  hardcover,  $18.95.

N a t u re's Chicken,  by Dr. Nigel Burroughs.
Distributed by United Poultry Concerns (POB 59367,
Potomac,  MD 20859).  36 pages,  paperback,  $5.95.

Neither battery-caged chickens nor the feral
Muscovy ducks of Florida have many human friends.  As
with bears and whales,  children may be among the first and
most ardent to take up their cause.  Certainly Lewis
Neirman and Nigel Burroughs hope so.  Neirman approach-
es his young audience with a lavishly produced picture-
book,  aimed at grades 2-5,  which has a reasonable chance
of getting into school libraries as a friendly introduction not
only to Muscovy ducks but also to the broader subjects of
wildlife rehabilitation and coping with disability. L e f t y ' s
P l a c e actually begins with a family's adoption of Lefty's
mother,  Keppy,   Lefty,  the runt of her ducklings, suffers a
severe foot injury.  The daughter of the family,  Rebecca,
rehabilitates him to the extent that he can be rehabilitated,
then makes him a pet.  Most children will enjoy the story;
those who are themselves recovering from illness or injury
may particularly take heart from it.

Burroughs' Nature's Chicken more resembles the
heavy-handed cartoon parables that Marxists used to pass
out to workers in the belief that they weren't becoming radi-
calized only because they couldn't read heavy polemics.  In
particular, it resembles the radical edition of the children's
story The Little Red Hen,  which got all versions of the story
banned from many schools during the McCarthy Era.  The
burlesque comes complete with a red cover,  indictments of
greedy capitalists and farmers (the "kulaks" whom Stalin
tried to purge),  and mad scientists hellbent on serving
Capital,  hang the consequences.   Militant vegans may give
this to their children.  Other folks (if they remember
Communism) are more likely to call the cops. ––M.C.
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Humane Innovations And Alternatives,
Volume Seven, published by Psychologists for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals (Box 1297,  Washington
Grove,  MD  20880-1297.)  547 pages,  paperback,  $20.

Between The Species,  Volume 9,  #2,  published
by the Schweitzer Center of the San Francisco Bay
Institute/Congress of Culture (POB 254,  Berkeley,  CA
94701.)  120 pages,  paperback,  $5.00. 

Some day soon,  Humane Innovations And
A l t e r n a t i v e s must decide whether it wants to be a serious
journal or the Gong Show of animal protection literature.
The 14-member editorial board includes plenty of doctor-
ates from a variety of disciplines,  and plenty of worthwhile
material appears in this thick annual,  as well,  but scientific
probes of fine points in toxicology appear alongside infor-
mal essays on “How I run my animal shelter,”  and “The
most unforgetable chicken I ever met.”  Even if every item
genuinely deserves print somewhere,  few researchers will

ever find the scientific articles,  while most of the audience
for shelter how-to and unforgetable chicken stories isn't like-
ly to be drawn to a publication that calls itself a journal.  

Editor Manny Bernstein is aware of the dilemmas
imposed by the extreme hetereogeneity of the
content––which reflects the multi-disciplinary membership
of PsyEta itself and therefore resists control.  Seven subsec-
tions attempt to bring order from the chaos.  Perhaps some of
them should now become topical special editions,  and the
journal should come out two or three times a year,  in small-
er,  neater packages.

Describing itself as "a journal of moral philoso-
phy," Between The Species by contrast maintains tight disci-
pline even while digressing into fiction and poetry.  The aca-
demic writing tends to be dry,  but is debated with fervor,
indicating that the limited audience reads Between The

Muriel,  The Lady Dowding,  died
in England on November 21,  1993,  at age
85.  A long series of strokes had left her con-
fined to a nursing home,  isolated from friends
and deeply impoverished after giving most of
her fortune to animal causes.  Her chief regret
late in life,  she told ANIMAL PEOPLE
publisher Kim Bartlett,  was that she was "no
longer able to do very much for the animals."

A lifelong vegetarian, Theosophist,
and spiritualist,  after her mother's example,
the Lady Dowding argued in her 1980 autobi-
ography, The Psychic LIfe of Muriel,  the
Lady Dowding,  that enlightenment cannot be
achieved without sensitivity to animals.  She
was long active in the White Eagle Lodge,  a
British/American religious group with special
concern for animals.  

Then known as Muriel Whiting,  the
future Lady Dowding met Air Chief Marshal
Lord Hugh Dowding in 1944,  shortly after
her husband Max Whiting,  a Royal Air Force
bomber pilot,  was killed in action.  Dowding
had become a national hero in 1940 as head of
Fighter Command during the Battle of Britain.
As son David Whiting recalled for Bartlett,

OBITUARIES

to the Lords,  27 concerned animal welfare.
Upon his death,  David Whiting retired from
a career in engineering and devoted much
time thereafter to further tightening slaughter
laws,  "with particular attention,"  he said,
"to the unnecessary cruelties involved in reli-
gious slaughter."

S p e c i e s closely and takes it seriously indeed.  The most
broadly appealing feature of the publication is an ongoing
series of autobiographies by animal protection leaders,  who
describe their coming to awareness of animal suffering.   Dr.
Neil Barnard's description of how he learned compassion for
animals from a lab rat and went on to found the Physicians
Committee for Responsible Medicine highlights this edition.
Among the most memorable accounts yet in a collection that
could become a fascinating anthology,  Barnard's essay also
describes his work as physician to the homeless and on
behalf of children who are used in growth hormone
research.  Barnard omits,  however, any mention of his close
association with Ingrid Newkirk,  cofounder of People for
the Ethical Treatment of Animals.  One can sympathize with
their desire for privacy,  and understand the complications
of professional relationships that might come from general
recognition of this association.  Yet it is a significant context
to Barnard's career,  and thus should be acknowledged.

––M.C.

The Lady Dowding

MEMORIALS

Long developed a product line by testing for-
mulations on the BWC directors.  In 1963
Long and the Lady Dowding formed Beauty
Without Cruelty Cosmetics.  

"Muriel and her helpers trudged
wearily around to store after store trying to get
them to sell the new products,"  LeFevre

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

In memory of my husband Robert
Clinton Reynolds,  a nice person,  a kind and
gentle person,  and a very good husband,  who
dearly loved and defended unfortunate ani-
mals.  Bob died on November 13 at home;   I
was with him,  for which I will always be
thankful.  We were married 45 years.  I cherish
all the precious memories.

––Dorothy Reynolds



The Lady Dowding emerged as a
public crusader in her own right circa 1955,
after denouncing fur-wearers at a spiritualist
gathering for insensitivity "to the vibrations
of terror and suffering emanating from the
skins of those animals."  At about the same
time she learned from former whaling fleet
surgeon Harry Lillie about the cruelties of
whaling and the annual slaughter of baby harp
seals off Atlantic Canada.  With Lillie,  she
tried to spark protest on behalf of marine
mammals,  with little success until the first
graphic film of the harp seal killing became
available in 1964.  In 1957 she was elected to
the council of the British National Anti-
Vivisection Society (not affiliated with the
U.S. NAVS).  Two years later,  lifelong
friend Rev. Jean LeFevre of the White Eagle
Lodge in Texas recalled,  "In conjunction
with Sylvia Barbnel,  author of When Your
Animal Dies,  and Elsbeth Douglas Reid,  a
well-known actress,  Muriel founded Beauty
Without Cruelty.  BWC drew the support of
Celia Hammond,  an internationally famous
model,  who refused to model any product
that involved cruelty to animals and offered
her services,  free of charge.  David Bailey
took numerous photographs and the new soci-
ety caught on."  Seeking alternatives to ani-
mal-based beauty products,  chemist Kathleen

CLASSIFIEDS

added.  "Although empathy was expressed,
shopkeepers were reluctant to take on the new
line,  lest the anti-cruelty message alienate their
established suppliers.  Finally, Grace Cook,
another great humanitarian,  offered Muriel free
space in the premises of the White Eagle
Lodge.  Most of the members of this church,
both in England and the U.S.,  are vegetarians
and very concerned with all life,  so the new
cruelty-free products were very well received."
The enterprise "rapidly exceeded Kathleen's
facilities and Muriel's business acumen.  With
stringent safeguards,  BWC went professional,"
under Grenville Hawkins and Joseph Piccioni.

Afflicted by serious illness in 1978,
The Lady Dowding rallied in March 1979 to fly
to New York as star guest along with actress
Gretchen Wyler and Fund for Animals founder
Cleveland Amory during a week of antifur
protest coordinated by Dr. Ethel Thurston,
head of the U.S. branch of BWC,  to coincide
with the American International Fur Fair.  The
effort is remembered as the real beginning of
the U.S. anti-fur movement.

Sheila Raleigh Winsten, 80,  died
December 1 at Glens Falls,  New York.  A
noted painter,  Winsten abandoned art in her
later years and devoted her limited resources
instead to animal rescue.

In memory of Mikey,  who was only
one-and-a-half years old when he died of feline
leukemia on November 17,  1993.  He'll always
be remembered and loved.

––Kristen Gondar

N1-N5 Original pen and ink drawings of rabbit,
coyote,  calf,  primate,  and domestic canines
and felines (not shown) accompanied by a
humane quotation.  On back is an overview of
current forms of abuse and/or problems,  i.e. N-
5 addresses spay/neuter.  Blank inside.  S-1
New!  Pet sympathy card with meaningful verse.
All cards on recycled quality card stock.
$10.00/pk. of 12 cards PLUS $1.50 p/h PER
PKG.  PA res. add 6% sales tax.  Cards may be
mixed to total 12 cards.  Send ck. or money
order to:  Debra J. Hartman Finely Crafted Gifts,
Dept. AP,  119 South Street,  Harrisburg,  PA
17101-1213.  (717) 364-5213.   MC/VISA
$20.00 minimum.

"Lord Dowding felt a great moral responsibili-
ty toward those who had lost their young men
in combat under his command.  This led him
to investigate whether there was life after
death."  He sought advice from Mrs. Whiting,
who in turn asked him to oppose cruelty in
slaughterhouses.  They married after the war.
The Lord Dowding quit eating meat and hunt-
ing as part of his marital vows.  Serving in the
House of Lords, the upper chamber of the
British Parliament, from 1948 until his death
in 1970,  Dowding endorsed a humane slaugh-
ter bill in his debut speech;  of his 32 speeches

In memory of Tristan, age 10.  A
junkyard dog tore apart his mother and the rest
of his litter.  "Hasn't the dog killed that damned
kitten yet?,"  the junkman asked as three-
weekold Tristan staggered out of a trash pile.
My friend Margie's husband Dick pocketed the
kitten and took him home.

––Bobbi Edwards

P R O A N I M A L––Bulletin on animal wel-
fare and rights in Israel.  POB 2039,
Rehovot,  Israel,  or c/o Zupko, 773 Barry
Ave.,  Perth Amboy,  NJ  08861-1609,
USA.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––--
WINNER'S CIRCLE SOAP FOR
CHAMPIONS.  Repels fleas,  flies,  gnats.
All vegetable,  cruelty free,  handmade.
Imparts healthy fluff and shine to coat.  3
oz. bar $4.50 including postage.  North
Country Soap,  7888-A #6,  Mapleplain,
MN  55359.
– – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – –
1994 NO-KILL DIRECTORY is now
available.  Please send $10 to Lynda J. Foro,
P.O. Box 10905,  Glendale,  AZ  85318-
0905.

THE ANIMAL ACTIVIST. Info you
need to end animal suffering.  6 issues,  $12.
FREE sample.  P.O.  Box 455,  Morganton,
NC  28680-0455.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
NATURAL ANIMAL CARE  f o r m u l a-
tions developed by Allen Morgan Kratz,
Pharm. D.  "Human tested" for over 10
years.  Free info.  800-964-7177. 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
TAME MINK NEEDED for antifur ad.
Will travel up to 5 hours to photograph.
AWARE,  POB 141,  New York,  NY
10014;  718-549-1643.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
You too can have an ANIMAL PEOPLE

classified––just 50¢ a word! 
POB 205,  Shushan,  NY 12873

In memory of Penny,  who liked to
steal  my dog cookies.

––Zooky



NORTH SHORE ANIMAL LEAGUE IS...
Lady with dog in cast –– enlarge 15%.

Lady with kitten––reduce 27%.

Whether it's a newborn orphaned kitten who must be bottle-fed
around the clock,  a rescued pet who needs a "private nurse" while



Whether it's a newborn orphaned kitten who must be bottle-fed
around the clock,  a rescued pet who needs a "private nurse" while
recuperating from surgery,  illness,  or injury,  or an abandoned 
pregnant dog needing some "T.L.C." until the birth of her litter,  we
pride ourselves in the quality of care given by the Foster Care staff
here at North Shore Animal League.

Our state-of-the-art Medical Center includes a Foster Care unit
staffed with special people to meet a pet's special needs.  In addi-
tion,  the League has a unique Off-Premise Foster Care Program
where Foster Care parents open their homes and their hearts to
these
"little guys" who need that extra care.

 This on-going Foster Care Program continues to 
grow and in 1992,  more than 3,500 mistreated,

injured,  ill and pregnant animals were
and cared for through the Program.

 Currently,  there are 25 specially trained,  off-premise foster
parents tending to those animals needing home care

until they are ready for adoption.

YOU CAN VOLUNTEER TO:

 Contact your local shelters or humane societies
and see if they have such a program.  Then,
offer to help.

 Begin foster care programs in your area.

 Recruit others to become foster parents,  too.

NORTH SHORE ANIMAL LEAGUE,  INC.
LEWYT STREET

PORT WASHINGTON,  NY  11050

As Manager of the League's Foster Care
Department,  Gladys Schurkman 
(pictured above with one of her 
special charges) takes care of
hundreds and hundreds of the
League's "babies."

And being a mom is just what 
Gladys does best.  She gives just
the right dose of "tender,  loving care"
to each of her four-footed friends.  
"I bring my bottle babies back and forth
with me to work because they have to be fed
every three to four hours depending on their
age,"  says Gladys.  "I think the hardest 
part of my job is saying good-bye 
to the babies I've helped raise.  But,  I feel good
knowing that,  thanks to the League,  these 
little guys have gotten 
a second chance."



CRUELTY FREE™

We believe all
sentient lif e is entit led to a
long unbound and healthy
exi stence.  That animals
should come to harm a t our
hand is unthinkable.  It has
been our longstanding pol icy never
to use animal ingr edients in our
products,   never to test t hem or
send them out for t esting on ani-
mals–– and we never  will.

This is no t an easy task :
vegetable-derive d ingredients are
curre ntly  offere d by a small 
percentage of cosmetic supplier s.
And our entir e line of hair ,   body
and home care pr oducts are
similarly free o f harsh  chemicals
and completely bio degradable.  To
make sure they a re completely sa fe
we tr y them on ourse lves be fore
making them availab le to you.  

As impor tant as the animals
is  the world  in which  they live.  We
wil l never u se ingredie nts that will
harm the environ ment or destroy
our wo rld for its fut ure genera-

New Super Pi ne™ cleaner contains over 90%
pine oil. Just one ounce of our 1881 form ula cleans

more of your animal areas t han a bottle of some 
brands.   Super Pine™ is not a byproduct of

destroying our forests and woodland habitat.
Please send me more information about your

CRUELTY FREE™ products and free sample offer.   

Name: ___________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________
City: _________________  State: _________ Zip: _______

GREEN MOUNTAIN PRODUCTS INC.
P .O. Box 51867,  B o w li ng Gr een,   KY

4 2102 

Super Pine
bottle

AESOP ad

AVIA,  BIRKENSTOCK,  ETONIC,
DEJA,  LIFESTRIDE,

AND OTHER QUALITY BRANDS

Sterling references
The Reptile and Amphibian Keeper's

D i c t i o n a r y,  by David C. Wareham. 1993. 193 pages,
hardcover,  $24.95 ($34.95 in Canada.)

Dolphins & Porpoises:  A World-wide Guide,  by
Jean-Pierre Sylvestre.   1994.  160 pages,  hardcover,
$19.95 ($25.95 in Canada.)

The Greenpeace Book of Coral Reefs,  by Susan
Wells & Nick Hanna.  1992,  160 pages,  hardcover,
$35.00. 

All from Sterling Publishing Co. (387 Park Ave.
South,  New York,  NY 10016-8810.)

Unless you are in fact a reptile and amphibian keeper,
you probably won't need The Reptile and Amphibian Keeper's
D i c t i o n a r y.  If you do work with reptiles and amphibians,
though,  this is an essential reference––especially if you have
to decipher scientific literature to figure out how to identify
and treat a thus-and-such you've never seen before.

Comparably thorough,  Dolphins & Porpoises
includes just about everything one would ever want to know
about all of the smaller whales.  Since dolphin-and-porpoise-
watching opportunities tend to be few,  and compiling a life-
list of the rarer species would involve prohibitive travel costs,
most of us will just have to look at the 226 pictures––93 of
them in color.

Speaking of pictures,  don't let the coffee table format
of The Greenpeace Book of Coral Reefs fool you.  Like other
Sterling titles,  it's a thorough treatise,  global in scope, about a
vanishing habitat that serves oceanc biodiversity much as rain-
forests serve biodiversity on  land.

––M.C.



Animal control activity in the eight largest jurisdictions in the U.S.
(In order of number of animals handled.)

C i t y Human P op . Sq u are  Pop./   Intake  Intake  Intake  Euth. %
mi les  s q . m i .          / Pop. Sq. m i .

Houston/Harris Cty.   2,818,199   1,734   1,625  109,119   .039   62.9  89,471 82%
Los Angeles (1)       3,485,398     452   7,711   76,734   .022  169.8  59,697 78%
Philadelphia          1,585,577     136  11,659   75,000   .047  551.5  49,000 67%
New York City         7,322,564     301  24,327   52,906   .007  175.6  39,355 74%
Dallas                1,852,510     880   2,105   35,000   .019   39.8  28,000 80%
Santa Clara County 1,497,577   1,293   1,158     n/a     n/a    n/a  26,857 n/a
Seattle/King County 1,507,305   2,128     708   28,060   .019   13.2  18,677 67%
Chicago (1) 2,783,726     200  13,918   24,053   .009  120.3  20,079 87%
1 - City animal control department figures only.  All others cover every major public and private shelter serving
the community.

No trends are apparent with regard to intake relative to population density and size of service area.
Philadelphia has by far the highest rate of animal intake of any of the eight areas,  but also has one of the lowest
euthanasia rates.  Thus the high rate of intake may indicate an exceptionally vigilant animal control department
rather than more pet overpopulation.   
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1994 edition of the Friends of Animals' magazine ActionLine,  $2.00 from 777 Post Road,  Darien,  CT  06820.]








